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Abstract

Space facilities of the next decade will require

applications of highly advanced materials which have

properties exhibiting excellent fracture toughness and high

strength-to-weight ratios. The recently introduced

thermoplastic composite material, graphite polyetherether-

ketone (Gr/PEEK) APC-2, promises lower costs, l:wer part

weight, and higher operating temperatures. This new class

of organic material has fracture toughness properties

superior to those of graphite epoxy. This thesis examines

the failure characteristics of Gr/PEEK through an

experimental investigation and through the application of a

fully nonlinear ply-by ply finite element technique.

Laminates investigated were [0 I and [90 1 unidirectional

lay-ups and £-45S angle-ply lay-ups. An experimental'S

investigation was also done on [0/45/90/-45]zs and

:0/t45/90] quasi-isotropic lay-ups to study failure

*haracteristics.

The experimental investigation of Gr/PEEK AC-2

:nvolved the testing of 34 tension and compression coupons

to derive basic material properties for use with the finite

element program. To investigate failure characteristics

experimentally, 78 tensile specimens were manufactured with

xiv



0.4-inch diameter holes. A portion of these unid:rectional,

shear, and quasi-isotropic specimens where tested at room

temperature to ultimate strength. The remaining specimens

were tested to percentages of average failure stress to

investigate the initiation and progression of laminate

failure. To supplement the test results, two post-failure

analyses were conducted. Videotapes were made of each test

to ultimate strength. Also stereo x-rays were taken of each

test specimen subjected to a percentage of failure load.

For comparison to experimental results, a fully

nonlinear progressive-ply-failure finite element program

was employed. The models of stress-strain responses and

growth of failure were found to closely approximate the

results of the experimentation.

This investigation provided futher data on the

application of tensile loads to Gr/PEEK containing circular

discontinuitles. This study also proved that a nonlinear

finite element program can closely approximate progressive

ply failure in a 3r/PEEX laminate. The excessive

nonlinearity of this material proved the need for using

nonlinear techniques when analyzing laminates of Gr/PEEK.

Furthermore, this research reinforced the proposition that

the thermoplastic matrix does produce a reliable composite

that should be considered for use on aircraft, spacecraft.

and space facilities.

xv



A STUDY OF FAILURE CHARACTERISTICS IN
THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITE MATERIAL

I. Introduction

Man has studied materials and their failure mechanisms

since he began building facilities, seeking transportation,

and manufacturing goods. Knowing how a material fails under

given loading conditions leads to improvements in material

capabilities. The study over time of earth, wood, metals,

and plastics has led to more advanced materials; and often

materials have been combined to produce optimum effects.

Over the past few decades, this idea of combination has led

researchers to develop advanced composite materials.

in the next decade, space facilities and spacecraft

will require application of highly advanced materials that

have properties which exhibit high fracture toughness, high

strength-to-weight ratio, and low thermal expansion. The

recently ntroduced polyether-based thermoplastic composite

material, graphite polyetherether-ketone (Gr/PEEK) promises

lower costs, lower part weight, and higher operating

temperatures. This new class of organic material has a

fracture toughness much higher than that of graphite epoxy

(Gr/Ep) [I]. In general, thermopiastics promise lower

production costs and improved maintainability over similar

thermosets such as Gr/Ep [2].



By studying the stress-strain response to ultimate

strength and the initiation and progression of failure in

this new composite material, this thesis contributes to the

vigorous research effort being conducted by many groups to

evaluate Gr/PEEK thermoplastic composite material for

practical applications.

A. Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the

r initiation and progression of failure in Gr/PEEK containing

a circular discontinuity and subjected to tensile loading.

With this purpose in mind, the objectives of this study

were:

(1) To determine basic material properties for the

Gr/PEEK at room temperature (RT),

(2) To determine the experimental stress-strain

response of 0 d] and [90 C] unidirectional laminates,

C±451 angle-ply laminates, and [0/.45/90/-451 S and

[0/±45/901 quasi-isotropic laminates of Gr/PEEK specimens

containing a 0.4-inch diameter circular discontinuity and

loaded to ultimate strength at RT,

(3) To experimentally investigate the initiation and

progression of failure in similar specimens containing a

hole and loaded to percentages of average failure stress,

(4) To analytically model the failure process of the

unidirectional and angle-ply laminates using a fully

2



nonlinear, progressive-ply-failure finite element program,

and

(5) To compare experimental results of the

quasi-isotropic specimens and to investigate their potential

for delamination by comparison to Gr/Ep.

J These objectives were accomplished; and the report of

all theories, procedures, results, and conclusions is

contained in this thesis.

B. Background and Overview

A composite material, as defined in this thesis, is a

material consisting of reinforcements, such as fibers, in a

continuous matrix, such as a polymer. These two

constituents are combined on a macroscopic scale to form a

useful material.

Composites have a long history of use. Prehistoric

civilizations used straw in mud bricks; plywood existed in

early Egyptian construction; and medieval knights used

combinations of various metals in their swords [3>. In the

last century, reinforced concrete began to give engineers

greater applications in construction.

Conventional composite materials, or 'reinforced-

plastic' (RP), was first commercialized as fiberglass in

1939. Fiberglass still accounts for 90% of the RP market

,41. But the emphasis on research in the past few decades

has been on advanced composite materia-s.



The adiective *advanced' is used to distinguish between

composites of new ultrahigh strength and stiffness fibers

and composites of familiar fibers such as glass. The matrix

of these new composites can be either a plastic, such as

epoxy, or a metal, such as aluminium. These advanced

composites have two major advantages among many others:

(i) improved strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight

ratios and (2) the ability to tailor a composite to meet

desi n requirements

Composite components can be made that have the same

strength and stiffness as high strength steel components but

are 70% lighter. Some advanced composites are up to three

times stronger than aluminum but are 60% lighter. These

advanced composite materials are ideal for weight-sensitive

structural applications such as space structures and space

vehicles. Some examples of current use include the motor

casings on the space shuttle solid-fuel rockets [4] and the

wings of the X-29 forward-swept-wing developmental aircraft.

The F-15 and F-16 have proven the value of composites in

their use as horizontal and vertical stabilizers.

Tailoring a composite to meet strength and stiffness

requirements in particular directions 14ads to economy of

manufacturing. Because fibrous composites are anisotropic.

.e. , material properties are different in all directions.

components can be designed for strength and stiffness in a

art~ulzar direct~on. There is litt'e waste. Part

4



consolidation and reduction of post-fabrication machining

provide up to 50% cost savings over analogous machined-metal

assemblies [3]. Conventional isotropic materials must be

designed for the worst case, resulting in excess strength,

stiffness, and weight in all other directions [3]. These

advantages of composite materials promise to lead to new

aircraft and spacecraft designs that significantly depart

from past efforts based on conventional isotropic materials.

In the composite industry, the dominant reinforcement

of composite materials is continuous fibers (as opposed to

whiskers, filaments, or spheres of reinforcing material).

Throughout this thesis, reference to composites will imply

continuous-fiber-reinforced composite materials. Also

throughout this thesis, reference to composites will imply

the use of a polymer-based matrices, such as epoxy or PEEK.

In applications of composite materials, the

conventional problems of design and analysis arise. As in

any structure, composite components, or laminates, have to

have holes to serve various purposes. In practice,

composite components are connected through adhesively bonded

joints, through bolted joints, or through a combination of

each. Whether caused by bolts, or in hostile environments

by bullets or even meteorites, holes in laminates lead to

analysis and design problems in composites that are unique

from conventional isotropic metals. Loads are not easily

redistributed around a hole in the non-homogeneous material,



and discontinuous fibers cause shear lag effects which lead

to design difficulties C31.

The numerous difficulties in determining the tensile

strength of notched composite laminates involve the

consideration of an infinite number of parameters which

include:

1 The infinite number of possible ply lay-ups, or

stacking sequences,

(2) The great variety of fibers, matrices, and

fiber/matrix combinations,

(3) The uncertain and inconsistency of failure

criteria,

(4) The infinite variety of geometries (thicknesses,

notch size and shape, width-to-hole size, etc.), and

(5) The great variety of environmental conditions

influencing the behavior of composites.

The techniques available for the prediction of strength

reduction or ultimate strength in a material with a hole are

almost as numerous. In general, the techniques include

finite element methods [5, 6, 7, 8) and fracture mechanics

approaches [3, 9, 10, 11, 12).

Fracture is caused by higher stresses around holes,

cracks, or flaws in the material. Fracture has a new

dimension in composite materials because of the presence of

t.wo or more constituents. In analyzing the failure of

composites, one can consider fracture of the individual

... . h .... .



constituents or the separation of the interface between the

constituents [3]. In analyzing the effects of a hole, the

classical approaches to analysis that are used with metals

and other isotropic materials do not work in general with a

composite. The differences exist because the stress

concentration factors (SCF's) for composites have not been

characterized successfully 113). Isotropic SCF's are based

on the conditions at the hole boundary, while the strength

of composite laminates seems related to the in-plane elastic

stress region adjacent to the hole boundary. The measure

of strength for composites containing circular disconti-

nuities must be based on a more complete description than

simply stress concentration factors [13].

Early attempts at predicting the strength of composites

containing notches involved the application of a linear

fracture mechanics concept. These attempts evolved into the

two-parameter fracture theories that became popular in the

early 1970's [8]. Some particular fracture mechanics models

include the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)

approach [9]. the point stress criterion [9], the average

stress criterion [9), a "three parameter model* [13), and a

first-ply-fallure (FPF) model [11]. But from further

review, it was seen that the fracture mechanics approaches

confine themselves to particular ranges of parameters, such

as geometry, notch size, etc. In general, these theories



required the use of crack length corrections to reflect the

presence of damage zones.

Awerbuch [10 reviews several fracture models for

predicting notch strength of composite laminates, and notes

that emphasis is placed on semi-empirical techniques which

are simple to use. But as References [5-8] point out,

with the development of accurate non-destructive
evaluation methods, it became apparent that the
damage zone corrections (of fracture theories)
were arbitrary and subject to question. As a
result, attempts were made to develop analysis
methods that model the actual damage accumulation
process C81.

Thus, to obtain a satisfactory design incorporating the

use of fiber-reinforced composite laminates, one must know

the entire stress-strain behavior to ultimate strength of

the component. Although experimentation and repeated

testing will yield this knowledge, it is both expensive and

inconvenient considering the large variety of parameters

listed above. As an alternative, another technique would be

to analytically relate the properties of the individual

plies, or laminas, to the laminate. With this technique,

one would have to know the material biaxial properties of

the laminas for various load combinations, which can easily

be obtained by experimentation [5).

To obtain these blaxial properties of individual lamina

under simple loading conditions (uniaxial tension, uniaxial

compression, and pure shear), one may estimate these

properties from the properties of the constituent materials.



-he 7u.e Cf Mixtures 's a well known estimation scheme

>. . Fan and Knapp [141 provide an alternative to the rule

of mixtures in the estimate of composite properties.

Starting with the Second Law of Thermodynamics, and leading

the development through a heat balance equation, they use

variational calculus to derive an ultimate strength equation

that incorporates nonlinearity present in the material.

However, this approach is advocated for advanced design

,urpozes; and verification testing is still necessary [147.

These estimation procedures were not effective for this

study so mechanical properties of the laminas were obtained

by experiment.

Even if the behavior of the lamina can be accurately

predicted, the problem of determining the performance of

laminas in a laminate still remains. The degradation of

strength of individual laminas may not precip2tate the

fai'ure of the laminate. For example, in the case of a

cross-ply laminate (a composite laminate with alternating

lavers of 0 and 90 orientations of plies) subjected to

normal stresses ( I' 2) acting in the direction of the

fibers, the degradation, of strength of laminas in the

transverse direction does not result in the failure of the

.aminate; the laminate is capable of sustaining stresses

higher than those causing transverse degradation of the

individual laminas [52. In general, the behavior of the

Lamina under complex stress states is predicted by using a

9



criterion to relate the parameters of strength obtained Irom

-he simple tests to the states of stress in the laminate

This lamina-laminate response has been the subject of

many theoretical and experimental studies [5]. Noyes and

Jones modified Hill's failure criterion [3, 9] to determine

the onset of failure in a ply or plies. Chlu modified this

approach to reduce the affected stiffnesses and strengths

gradually, instead of instantaneously [5".

These early attempts assumed linearity of stress-strain

response, even though tests indicated significant nonlinear

behavior of the composite lamina under transverse and shear

loadings. Petit and Waddoups relaxed this linearity

assumption. They used properties of unidirectional laminae

in conjunction with a piece-wise linear approach to

determine response of the laminate. In their method, the

loading is proportional and is applied in small increments

to compute the current stress-strain states. B1axial

strains are used to obtain tangent moduli from stress-strain

data generated under simple load conditions [6]. However,

this method does not consider that strains in the

stress-strain curves are simple, while the lamina strains in

the laminate are not. (This aspect will be discussed in

more detain in Section II F.) Additionally, stress-strain

curves of laminates obtained by this method are very much



dependent upon the size of the increment used in the aoppl ed

loads [5].

Hahn and Tsai r15J proposed a method which allows ony

for the nonlinearity of the shear stress-strain response by

the equation

C6 = S 6 S 6 6 66  a 3

where c and z are shear stress and shear strain,6 o

resoectively, and S and S are constants. This

approach does not distinguish between tensile and

compressive behaviors of the lamina, and it does not deal

with the problem of failure '5, 6:.

In the composite industry, at least 30 failure theories

ex:st for laminated composites (as of late 1986) E16]. Some

D; these theories are applied directly to the laminate,

while the others are applied to the individual laminas. In

addition, at least 12 theories exist of post-failure

behavior of laminated composites 761J. Nahas concludes that

some failure theories are special cases of the maximum

stress theory. He also found that some theories are based

on assumptions that are not always true for composite

materials. Some of the more general theories have been used

oniy for special cases, which reduce them to the Tsai-Wu

theory. For theories such as Sandhu's strain energy failure

criterion, theory-experiment correlation coefficients are

included which make calculated and test results agree

,sely. Although such coefflclents must be determined for



each material l ], once they are obtained, the finite

element method using Sandhu's criteria may be used for a

variety of geometries. Rowlands [173 remarks in his survey

in the Handbook of Composites that

whereas most of the strength predictions assume a
linear stress-strain relationship in the associated
lamination analysis, those by Sandhu and Petit-
Waddoups provide for nonlinear lamina material
response L"73,

The composite strength analysis proposed by Sandhu

differs from the more conventional formulations in the

following respects [17]:

(1) The nonlinear lamina stress-strain responses to

failure are represented analytically by cubic-spline

functions. The tangent moduli of these functions are

employed to evaluate lamina and laminate stiffnesses and

compliances during load increments.

(2) In keeping with the nonlinear provision, ply

degradation is based on an energy to failure criterion.

(3) Equivalent strain increments are defined. (See

Section 1i F.)

Thus considering the above justifications, this study

uses Sandhu's fully nonlinear progressive-ply-failure finite

element method to analyze the damage accumulation process in

Gr/PEEK tension specimens containing a circular disconti-

.,;itv. This study uses the technique of Sandhu for

predicting the response to failure. Pi-evious works have

described this technique in detail :5, 6], and others have

_;Zed this technique for predicting behavior in ,riEz [ ,

'Z



8. is, 19]. In applying this technique to predict the

behavior of Gr/PEEK, no previous work could be found.

As a general description of this analytical technique,

cubic spline interpolation functions are used to represent

basic stress-strain curves obtained from simple tests [5]:

i. Longitudinal tension and compression.

2. Transverse tension and compression.

3. Shear.

Cubic spline functions yield smooth composite stress-strain

curves (from sets of three data points) from which the

computer program can determine accurate moduli of elasticity

over the entire range of the curves [6].

This functional form of stress-strain curves provides

an accurate representation of stresses, strains, and moduli

over the entire range of curves. This representation is

used in conjunction with an incremental constitutive law.

This law, which relates the increments of stresses and

strains, is used to generate the response of Gr/PEEK

laminates subjected to tensile loads. The basic data and

constitutive relations are then used to determine the

ultimate load-carrying capacity of the laminates under

incremental loading by a plywise applic,tion of Sandhu's

failure criterion using strain energy under longitudinal.

transverse, and shear loadings as independent parameters

15,6]. The theory behind this technique is discussed in

detail in Chapter I. and the procedure used in this thesis

13



for accomplishing the analysis is described in Chapter III.

The results obtained by this technique are compared with

experimental results of this study.

The laminates studied through both analysis and

experimentation were the [O d and [90 ,d unidirectional

lay-ups and the [t451 angle-ply lay-up. The two

quasi-isotropic lay-ups, [0/+45/90/-453 and [0/=45/9012S,

were only studied experimentally for comparison to similar

Gr/Ep laminates. All test specimens contained 16 layers and

were symmetric about their mid-plane. Also, they all

contained a 0.4' diameter hole at their centers. Thus the

laminate geometry represented a finite-width plate

containing a stress concentrator subjected to uniaxial

tension. Furthermore, bending was not induced in the

specimens by tension because of the symmetry of the lay-ups.

Basic properties were first derived with the experi-

mentation process, and then the five types of laminates with

holes were tested to their ultimate loads and to percentages

of ultimate load. Testing to ultimate yielded the laminate

stress-strain responses for the entire range of strength.

Testing to percentages of failure load y:elded partially

failed specimens which could be examinedby stereo x-ray.

in addition to the x-rays, one other medium allowed for

a post-failure analysis. A video camera filmed each test to

ultimate strength. Through repeated viewing of the tape and

14



through stills, or photographs, taken off the tape, one

could deduce further results from the experimentation.

A description of the procedures used in the

experimentation phase of this thesis is presented in

Chapter IV. Results of both experimentation and analysis

are presented and discussed in Chapter V. Conclusions on

the entire study are reported in Chapter VI,

Material Choice

A polyaromatic resin, such as poiyetheretherketone

PEEK) , combined with a continuous fiber is known as an

aromatic polymer composite (APC) [13]. The Gr/PEEK chosen

for this study is refered to as APC-2. an improved laminate

over APC-l. Whereas APC-l contained Courtauld XAS graphite

fibers, APC-2 contains Hercules AS-4 graphite fibers. The

AS-4 fibers make a better bond with the PEEK matrix [13].

Gr/PEEK can be converted into a range of component shapes

and sizes by a full spectrum of fabrication technologies

[2, 4, 133.

Demuts and Sharpe [1] found APC-2 to be 25% tougher

than graphite/epoxy (Gr/Ep) in static post-impact residual

compression strength. They further found that the fatigue

life of thermoplastic laminates is twice that of comparable

thermosets. They conclude that thermoplastic matrix

:omposites have the potential for more efficient wing skins

at lower fabrication and maintenance costs as compared to

the more brittle thermosets. Carpenter [201 reiterates

15



these findings, praising the potential of thermoplastics for

lowering production costs and improving maintainability.

Ramey [13] conducted a comparison study of strength

reduction in AC-2, AFC-1, and Gr/Ep using tension and

compression specimens with circular holes at their centers.

He found APC-2 to be superior in its strength properties

over the others. His comparisons included microphotographs

-f each failed specimen. and an analysis using a fracture

mechanics approach. He found that the failure surfaces D:

APC-2 were combinations of different failure modes, and he

concluded that there was 'no general failure pred:ction

model' that covered a range of temperatures or a broad range

of hole sizes. He also suggested that a continuum mechanics

approach would be advisable in analyzing the behavior of

APC-2 [13]. Thus, the logic is reinforced of using the

progressive-ply-failure finite element analysis in this

study. The strain energy failure criterion used in this

analysis exhibits the characteristics of a continuum

mechanics approach.

D. Progression of Study

This thesis began with a simple abstract and test plan,

and evolved into producing further inforrimation about Gr/PEEK

and its nonlinear behavior. The planning of this thesis

required a large logistic effort on a local level. Several

organizations at Wright-Patterson AFB aided in the

completion of this thesis. The process of seeking the help

16



of these organizations and communicating to them a research

problem had not been documented. For completeness, the

logistics efforts of this thesis are included in Appendix A.

The author hopes that this appendix may help streamline the

research efforts of future AFIT students.

.1



:I. Theory

This chapter discusses theories used to describe

stresses, strains, and failure in fiber/poiymer composite

materials. First considered is the behavior of the

:ormnosite on a micromechanical level, and then the

iiscssion turns to one of macromechanics. Micromechanics

examines the interaction of the constituent materials.

defining the behavior of the heterogeneous composite

material. But in an enAineering approach to composite

materials, one chooses to view the entire material

macroscopically. Macromechanics examines the effects of the

:cnstituent materials as averaged apparent properties.

*lefinln8 the behavior of the homogeneous composite material.

Following this review of mechanics of composite

materials, this chapter presents a brief formulation of

inear finite element theory, which is then expanded to

.handle multiple-layered composite materials. Further

levelopment leads to nonlinear finite element methods.

Finally, the failure criteria used to match analytical

results to experimental findings concludes this chapter.

A. Micromechanical Behavior of Composite. Material.

Although a designer is generally interested in the

resultant properties of the fiber/matrix combination, it is

often useful to know the micromechanical behavior of the

material to determine optimum resultant properties. For

17



example, toughness or resistance to temperature and humidity

can be maximized in a material by starting at the molecular

level and designing outward. To better understand the

failure of the composite, the specific composition of each

constituent must be known. This section discusses the

nature of polymer matrices and organic f bers.

Polymers are formed as a collection of long-chain

mclecules. Elemental units, or monomers. linked together

fDrm the long-chain molecules. The units in a chain can

vary in element and size, yielding an infinite number of

possible polymers [133. Organic or carbon-based polymers

have chains based on a unit of carbon. The PEEK polymer is

formed from the carbon-based repeat unit shown in Figure

The polymer chains can take many shapes. In rubber,

:~r example, the carbon-based units form a spiral, thus

0
II

gure i.Repeat Unit of t,'e PEEK Polymer
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vie.dng a highly deformable mater:al. :n other materials. he

carbon chain may be a zig-zag and yield a material whiXh i

ess -e:rmable.

When units in the main chain are linked to other

similar chains by side chains, a network polymer is formed.

This dense cross-linked polymer is referred to as thermo-

setting because it does not soften upon heating once i- is

frmed. A thermosetting material rema:ns hard and

e'entl-a.iy disintegrates under extreme temperatures '17-.

The matrix epoxy of Gr/Ep :s fo)rmed from this ty/pe

mater:al

:.near polymers with small to no amount of cross-1:nks

fzrm viscous flu:ds. These fluids exist as tangled masses

Df molecular segments sliding over one another. The

v:scos:ty of these fluids varies greatly with temperature.

These thermally activated flulids are called thermoplast:c

polymers. Below their glass transition temperature, T

they are typical glass. Above their T they range from

flulds to deformable solids, depending on their amount of

-ross-links between molecular cha:ns [3'. Polyetherether-

ketone PEEK) is a thermoplastic material exhlbt:tng these

:r-)erties.

The strain in a thermopoastic, as we.' as in any

mater~a., is a combination of elastic strain pius creep. or

time-dependent strain. The rate of cha:n straightening

tension strajn) or 'rumbl.ng (,nomresslon strain) depends



on viscosity. When a material is unloaded, elastic strain

is recovered instantly; but strain due to creep recovers

gradually because of the viscous drag on the molecular

chains [13]. According to the creep data provided in

Reference [21), for the duration of each test, creep is

negligible for each type of ply arrangement. Therefore, one

assumption of this study is that creep, or visco-elasticity.

,an be ,gnored.

:n the manufacturino of thermoplastics, one must con-

trol the crystallinity of PEEK to optimize the performance

of the polymer. This is done by controlling the rate at

which the composite is cooled down from its melted state at

720 F-750 F to its T at 300*F [2]. In crystalline

regions, the chains are parallel: in non-crystalline

regions they are tangled. A single molecular chain may

exist in both crystalline and non-crystalline regions [1]3.

:f APC-2 is cooled at rates less than 18 F per minute,

crYvstalinity will increase beyond optimum, which will

result in reduction of composite toughness. If cooling

rates exceed 1260 F/minute. the polymer's spherulitic

growth will not achieve completion and the optimum level of

:rystaliinlty will not be reached. This may cause reduction

in stiffness and resistance to solvents [2J. Reheating and

recoo' ing (annealing) the composite can correct any errors

in cooling so that optimum crystallinity can be achieved.

20



In APC-2, the PEEK matrix surrounds and chemically

bonds to AS4 carbon fibers to form the composite material.

As alluded to in Chapter I, this combination of fiber and

matrix form a thin lamina when continuous fibers are laid in

a single direction or woven in various directions. Figure 2

shows two principal types of laminae (3].

The fibers are the principal reinforcing or load-

carrying agent. Advanced carbon fibers, such as AS4 fibers,

are produced from precursor fibers in three steps. The

first step involves controlled oxidation of carbon fila-

ments. Complex reactions between the aligned polymer chains

of the precursor form crosslinks, and an extended carbon

WARP
OIRECTION,

FILL
DIRE CTION

LAMINA WITH LAMINA WITH
UNIDIRECTIONAL FIBERS WOVEN FIBERS

Figure 2. Two Principal Typesof Laminas

Note: APC-2 laminates follow the pattern of Figure (a).
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network is formed which is aligned along the fiber axis

:21:. Individual filaments range in diameter from six to

nine micrometers C21. In the second step pyrolysis under

an inert atmosphere drives off most non-carbonaceous atoms.

Finally, the third step exposes the carbon filament to high

temperature to form extended graphite ribbons aligned along

a fiber axis C21. In this graphitization of carbon, a

layered hexagonal crystal structure is formed under heat.

Graphite fibers may also be subjected to surface treatment

to improve their compatibility with the matrix. [21].

With the fibers carrying the load, the matrix acts to

support and protect the fibers and to provide a way of

distributing the load among the fibers and transmitting the

load between fibers. As shown in Figure 3 [32, this

distribution and transmission of load is especially

important if a fiber breaks. The load is transferred to the

matrix and then to the other side of the broken fiber, as

well as to adjacent fibers. The shearing stress developed

in the matrix is the mechanism for the load transfer. This

shearing stress resists the pulling out of the broken fiber

31. This description of mechanical action between fiber

and matrix accounts for much of the explanation of failure

progression in composite materials.

To determine the stiffness properties of composite

materials, many analytical approaches are possible. One can

use the mechanics of materials approach, or the Rule of

Z2
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M :<ures, :n which s:mple approximations to the engneer:n4

constants are derived by averaging the properties of each

constituent mater al over the composite cross-sect.or.

Another approach is that of elasticity. This approach

inc'udes bounding techniques, exact solutions, and concepts

of contiguity.

Halpin and Tsai developed an interpolation procedure

that is an azcroximate reoresentat-on :f more complz,-ated

macromechanics results '13 . Accordinr tD ,jones, Tsai yves

expressions for E * E and G ' that are in good
t 2 12' 12

agreement with experimental data for a glass reinforced

resin composite, but a "contiguity factor' [3' is the key

to the agreement. Tsai found that the constituent material

properties have the following effect on the properties Of

the composite:

" Young's modulus, E, of the fiber makes a

significant contribution to E of the lamina,±

(2) E of the matrix makes a significant contrbut-orn

to E and 3 of the lamina, and
2 12

3) The Poisson ratios for both the fiber and the

matrix have litt'e effect on E and G and have no effect on2 ±2

Df the lamina.

Although engineering properties could be derived with

these micromechanical approaches, this study conducted

e' ,rments_.. to f ind these propertes. Not only was accuracy

24



desired, but nowhere did these methods accurate'y and easilv

take into account the nonlinearity of material properties.

3. Macromechanical Behavior of ComDosite Materials

A lamina is the basic building block in a laminated

fiber-reinforced composite. :n this section, the behavior

of a lamina and a laminate will be considered from a

macrcmechanical approach. A laminate is two or more

.aminas bonded together to act as an integral structural

element. This stack of laminas may have plies of various

orientations of principal material directions as shown in

Figure 4 [3]. Note that the laminate is shown under

uniaxiai loading, and the orientations of the plies are

measured with respect to this axis of loading.

7iber-reinforced composites are usually treated as

linear elastic materials since the fibers provide the

majority of the strength and stiffness. This thesis

attempts to refine that approximation by considering

nonlinearity. Although most theories are based on linear

assumptions, repeated experimentation has shown that

fiber-reinforced composites exhibit nonlinearity, and the

experimentation in this thesis also displays this

phenomenon. (See Chapter V, Results and Discussion. T

treat the nonlinearity problem, the linear elastic theories

presented in this section have been employed such that if a

4ven load increment is small enough, linear elastic theory

25
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appies. As will be shown in Sections F and G of this

chapter, linear elastic theory is applied incrementally

while the basic properties of the material vary with each

increment.

A potential problem in the construction of laminates is

the introduction of shearing stresses between layers. The

J shearing stresses arise due to the tendency of each layer to

deform independently of its neighbors because all may have

i-fferent orientations and thus different properties in the

direction of loading. Such shearing stresses are largest at

the edges of a laminate and may cause delamination there.

The transverse and normal stresses resulting from uniaxial

loading can also cause delamination [3].

Whitney discusses this subject of interlaminar stresses

in Reference [9], and he discusses the influence of stacking

sequence on interlaminar stresses. The most influential of

the interlaminar stresses is the normal stress, i.e., the

stress attempting to separate the plies. Sandhu [22, 23)

describes the tendency for a composite to delaminate through

the use of a "delamination moment coefficient' (DMC), whichIs based on the stacking sequence. For Gr/Ep specimens

identical in geometry to those of this thesis, the critical

DMC is approached for the [0/t45/903 laminate under tensile

loading. A ply-by-ply plane stress analysis, such as the

one used in this thesis (see Chapter III), does not take

into consideration stacking sequence. Thus, reductions in



strength caused by delaminations would cause unwanted

disagreement between analysis and experimentation.

Therefore, the [0/-45/90/-45] laminate was also chosen to

evaluate in this study for comparison to the [0/t45/901

,aminates.

in describing the behavior of a single lamina, the

basic restriction of the macromechanical approach is to

linear elastic behavior. This assumption is appropriate in

this thes:s because nonlinear behavior is modeled as a

series of increments which deduce the varying material

properties from smooth curves of stress-strain data.

Summarizing the linear elastic theory for a lamina, the

generalized Hooke's law relating stresses to strains can be

written in contracted notation as

a Ce ij :l...... 6 (2)

where a are the stress components, C is the stiffness

matrix, and - are the strain components [3]. The

components of the stiffness matrix, and the terms of its

inverse the compliance matrix, S , will be referred to as

elastic constants (keeping in mind the incremental

assumption of the above paragraph).

A unidirectional reinforced lamina in the macro-

mechanical approach is considered orthotropic, i.e.. there

are three mutually orthogonal planes of material property

symmetry. These planes of symmetry are described by the set
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Figure 5. The Principal Material Axes for a
Unidirectionally Reinforced Lamina

of axes in shown above in Figure 5 [3] as the principal

material directions.

Taking the inverse of Hooke's law above, the

strain-stress relations become

C = S a ij = 1 ,..._6 (3)
%j j

For an orthotropic material with body coordinate axes X and

Y aligned with principal material directions, Eq. 2 becomes

SS S S 0 0 0 a
111 12 is

£2 S2 2 S S 0 0 0 a'2
2 12 22 29 2
9 Ss S23 S 0 0. 0 a
r 2  0 0 29 (4

Y0 0 0 S 44 2

Y91 055 91

0 0 0 0 0 S T1
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where I = 2 C • The terms V (ij) represent

engineering shear strain, whereas c (ixj) represent tensor

shear strain [3".

For the study conducted in this thesis, the tension

specimens representing finite-width thin plates were

subjected to plane stress. For a lamina in the !-2 plane, a

state of plane stress is defined by setting

0: , r 0#, r =:0 (5
3 23 ±13

:n the three dimensional strain-stress relation given in

Eq.(4) above. Thus, the strain-stress relations in Eq. 4)

above reduce further to

. S* $ 0

I S S 0 12 L2 222

,2J 0 0 $S 2

where the compliance terms are:

11 22

1 2

12 21

12 21
2 21 E E

M 2 (7)

G
12

S :S :S :S :0
±6 26 61 62

The stain-stress relations in Eq. (6) are inverted to

obtain the stress-strain relations:
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121 Q [ 2 Qj 22: ] C 25
L2 0 0 Q66 ZL2 j

where the Q are called the 'reduced stiffnesses, are

defined as [3 ]:

E E
= Q2ii - 22 -w '

12 21 
1.2 21

E
12 Q 21 21 1

12 21

12

Qd = Qz = Qd = Q = 0
1<5 2 di 62

The preceding stress-strain and strain-stress relations

are the basis for the stiffness and stress analysis of an

individual lamina subjected to forces in its own

p.ane. Note that the stiffness and compliance terms are

based on four general independent material properties:

E, , E 2i 1 and G1 2 12 12

where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to principal material axes.

Note also that these four properties are expanded to seven

specific properties when considering tension and

7ompression. These properties are designated as:

E T E c  E C  T candG212 t2 2

,31



where the superscripts T and C represent tension and

oompression basic properties. The shear modulus G .s not
12

affected by the change of unidirectional load.

Often the principal directions of a lamina do not

coincide with the coordinate directions of the component,

the X and Y directions, that is, axes I and 2 are oriented

at an angle e from the X and Y axes. This rotation of

;rinciDal material axes is shown in Figure 6 :. T-

handle this problem, first a transformation reiation is

needed between the stresses in the principal materiai

directions and those in the body coordinates. Second. a

method is needed to transform stress-st-ain relations from

one coordinate system to another.

Through this procedure of transformations, the

stress-strain relation of Eq. (8; can be written that will

ic~c',nt :or any orientation of the lamina [3]:X: X II L I X
where the terms denote transformed reduced stiffnesses,

Lj

as opposed to the reduced stiffnesses of The values of

. ,are given as :':
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4 22l 2Q z11 2+ ( 2Q2 nn ' Q n1 2 66 22 m

( Q 22 4 4Q 1. 1 + Q 2 4 Q ) n m + Q 12(n4 + m
12 11 226 2

4 2 2 4
Q = Q*n 2(Q,2 Q )nm Qm

22 11 12 06 22
= ±2-Q n 3  ( -Q 2Q n 3r

Q,6 66*-Q2 ~~ m Q2- Q22 66 )

3 3t26 2 d )n - Qn (Q2 Q + 2 Q )n m

26 11 Q12 n6 m L2- (6

- 2 4 4
($6 : + Q22 - Q1 -2 Q n m Q (n - m4)

where the values of Q were given in Eq. (9) Note that

there are still only four general independent constants

which characterize an orthotropic lamina.

Alternativeiy, the strains can be expressed in terms of

the stresses in body coordinates by inversion of Eq. (10),

X , 12 16

Y 12 -22 26

' y $16 26 66 xy,

where values of the transformed reduced compliance terms.

are given as [3]:

4 2 2 4

. ~ o m 2 M SS n
11 11 12 66 22

4 4 2 2
12 -+ Mn S S - I m

12 12 12 66 66

4 2 2 4
: Sn 2S S gnm S

22 11 12 (6 22

3 3

S S ~ n m n m1611 12 66 22 12 ad6

'3 4



6= (2 S 2 S - S n-m ( S - 2 S - S 6- )-n m'

2 2

S 2(2 S 2 - 4 S - S 6 6) n m S (n4 m4;6611 22 12 66

where the values of S were given in Eq. (7)

C. Strength of Composite Laminates

:n describing strength of composite materials, deter-

mination of the strength of laminate is built upon the

strengths of its laminas. Because of the anisotropic

and hetergeneous nature of composite materials, failure

modes are often quite different from those of :sotropic

homogeneous materials. in particular, the failure of one

.aver in a composite material does not necessarily mean the

entire laminate will fail. The laminate may be capable of

sustaining higher loads despitc a sinificant change in

st-f fness :3. This concept was introduced in Chapter : and

.z shown graphicaily :n Figure 1 :33.

Secause of the various characteristics of composite

materials. it is diff:cult to determine a strength theory in

whi:h all failure modes and their interactions are taken

int.; account. Strength theories presented in Reference 3]

are based on a macroscopic analysis in which the strengths

f each lamlna must be assessed as it relates to the whole

.amnnate. They incl'ide maximum stress, maximum strain, and

max:mum listortional energy approaches. As described in the

" :w lng sections. this thesis uses a finite element
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-az~roach to the overall failure of the laminate, but i,

inherent strain energy failure criterion for individual

zelements is not unlike the other analytical approaches

MlentioDned above. See Section I! F.

in any method of strength analysis, the designer is

s-,riving to determi~ne either (1) the maximum loads a Aiven

aminate --an withstand or I,') the laminatle characteristiz-s

.ees-arv to, wi ths-tand a given load. 3.The overall

' rccedure of determinig laminate strenth is straight -

:Drward. but extremely tedious; thereby implying the

need for computer techniques. A general procedure is shown

scrematically in Figure 8 [3], and *.he computer application

-used in this thesis is a specific version of this generai

z--edure.

- :~ls :n ami nate

?'or the oroblems of holes in laminates, one of the

:stsolutions to the difficult problem of stresses around

-a ne was gven by Lekhni1tsk-,i i n 1 936, 963 , and 1968.

2,. -7reszczuk piotted the circumferential stress around

,-e hiole for an isotropic mater-a. and several unidirec-

-~na lae~as ee Figure 9 '3J. The usual stress

.. ~etra~ :)r an isotrooic material is 3. i.e.,

Y 3at'9 -; For composite materials such as

1raihn,, epDxy, the stress concentrati:)n factor depends :n

3.m na te ~os r C t i'Dr,.
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ELIMINATE LAMINA FROM LAMINATEA

3I BY ASSIGNING IT ZERO PROPERTIES

L CALC ULATE L AMNATE DEFO.RMATOS-. y. -.V, J
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The circumferential stress at 0 = 0 is reduced for

zomposites reiative to isotropic materials. Because of

isotropy of material properties, the key factor in failure

of isotropic plates with holes is the maAnitude of the

stress concentration factor from which the maximum (failure)

stress is obtained. However, for orthotropic materials, a

combined stress failure criterion instead of a maximum

stress failure criterion is more accurate since failure of a

.amina is a function of the strengths in various directions.

Thus, stress concentration factors alone are insufficient

for failure prediction of orthotropic (and anisotropic)

plates. Moreoever, for laminated plates, the comparison of

stress states with failure stress states must be done on a

layer-by-layer basis [3].

Extending the analysis to a laminate, Figure 10 r3,

shows stress concentrations around a circular hole in a

cross-ply and an angie-ply laminate. The stress shown is a

gross stress on the laminate, and the stresses in each layer

must be found by classical lamination theory or some other

method. Failure is determined by application of failure

criterion to each layer. The interlaminar stresses are

ignored, and thus predicted stresses are not accurate within

about one laminate thickness from the edge.

These first sections have presented an overview of some

theories and approaches used in studying the mechanics of

composite materials. The next three sections describe the
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specific theories behind the analysis accomplished in this

thes:s.

Linear Finite Element Theory

For the convergence study described in Section III C,

this study used a linear finite element program called

PLSTR. written by Dr. R.S. Sandhu, that is a simplificalon

of his nonlinear program PLSTREN, which is described in

detail in References [5] and C6]. Both programs are a

ply-by-ply analysis of finite element meshes representing

the laminas of a composite material. The program takes into

account the number and orientation of orthotropic plies in

the model, and it can model an infinite number of geometries

and discontinuities. This section describes the theory

behind the analysis, beginning with linear finite element

theory and extending the theory for use with multiple-

.avered meshes.

?LSTR is based on the constant strain triangle as shown

n Figure '11, which implies a two-dimensional elast~c-tv

problem. Quadrilateral elements in th:s program are

assemblages of four constant strain triangles, which then

resemble linear elements [24]. The assumed displacement

field is linear In the x and y directions:
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a 1

a 2

u(Xy I 1 Y 0 0 0 a a

v(x,y) 0 0 0 2 x y a 4

a

a

hus a a a ad = a + a 24] The
T 2 Y 6 n _2 3 .5

constant strain triangie assumes no variance of strain

through the thickness of the element, :.e.. no bending.

Through operations on the shape factors (See Reference

24]) , the strains are expressed by,

1

2= { j=r B I( d ) = 3 { u. iS

×Y 
3

v 3

where d 1 is the nodal displacement vector and,

(y -y ) 0 (y 3-y y -y )

0 (x -x (x x 0 (x -xa 2 1 3 2 <12A (x-) (y-y) (x-x) (y-y) x -x ) ( -V
3 2 2 3 1 3 3 L 2 1 2

(14

where A is the area of the triangle and x and y are the x

and y coordinates of the . node .
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Developing an equation for the stiffness of an element,

the differential volume of an element for constant thi-kness

;s dV = t'dA, where t is the element thickness. (Note that

this thickness is that of a ply.) The matrix [B] is

constant, and the material property matrix, defined in

general as ED], is assumed constant over the element.

The above assumptions yield the equation for the

element stiffness matrix [k],

=T T
Lk] = [B] ED] [B] t dA = [B] [D] E3] t A

J
A

For an orthotropic lamina whose material axes are

oriented at an angle e to the X and Y directions, the

material property matrix [D] becomes EQ], of Section I1 B;

i.e., the stresses are related to the strains by

Since IQ] is constant for each increment, it follows

that

Ck' = [B]C Q] [B] t A .7

Now to account for n number of plies through the

thickness of the material, an equivalent element stiffness

matrix is formed as
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n

th
where i denotes the i layer, and here n 16 plies. Thus

loads are related to displacement on an element basis by the

finite element equation:

{f} [k : (19)

Note that even though multiple layers have been allowed

through the thickness of the element, the layers have common

nodes, Thus strain or displacement gradients are not

permitted through the thickness of the laminate [Cron-

Thus. 16 elements stacked together all deform in the same

way under a given load. Whether or not an element fails

depends on its own material properties and on its

orientation to the given load.

F. Nonlinear Finite Element Theory

As discussed in Chapter :, a more accurate analysis of

composites must include the effects of nonlinearity in the

material. The computer analysis portion of this thesis was

accomplished using a nonlinear finite element technique,

whi:h is based upon the concepts of the previous two

sections. Sandhu gives a complete development of this

techn;,ue in References [51 and [(6>

This progressive-ply-failure finite element computer

program tcalled PLSTREN) was written by Sandhu to predict
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.) the damage initiation and accumulation prccess

in composite laminates containing stress concentrations and

2) the static strength of composite laminates

containing stress concentrations.

The program combines a nonlinear point stress analysis

prccedure :5, 67, with a damage accumulation approach :25:.

The program is modular in structure to permit the use f

var,.:us finite elements, ply failure criteria, and

.zcst-oy-failure unloading models. The present version -f

the program uses constant strain elements, a total strain

energy' failure criterion [5, 6], and two different

rost-ply-failure unloading models [8]. This section

develops an incremental stress-strain law, discusses the

nonlinear material basic properties, describes a biaxial

stress state correction, and presents the finite element

procedure used in PLSTREN.

.o account for nonlinearity of material behavior, an

incremental form of the constitutive law of Eq.(3) is

needed to define the response of the laminate under general

states of stress. In formulating this incremental

constltutive relationship it is assumed ,hat :5'

a. The increment of strain depends,upon the strain

state and the increment of stress: and

b. The increment of strain is proportional to the

:ncrement of stress.
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with these assumpt:,:ns, and with the assurnpticn that

the strain-fisplacement relation (matrix 'B]1 remains

.inear. :or Drthotropic laminas under generalized Diane

stress, th incremental constitutive law can be written as

= S (t:) dc = 2 5,
L j L j

where de !c are strain and stress increments and S

a :>-nzti-n ot the current strains, c Assuming that the

-amina remains orthctroDiz at a- load levels, Eq. -

e:<tanded to become -83

0 0 I { 2 j
whi:.h is the incremental version of Eq. (6). Since the

amin a s assumed to remain orthotrop c at all load levels,

f-r each increment :9:

S =S = S 02
i6 26 61 52

:'arity, in Eq. 21

' = normal stress and strain increments in -he

fiber direction,

,32 C2 = normal stress and strain increments in the

transverse direction,

12 shear stress increments,.

6E 12 shear strain increments,
S 12

terms of the compliance matrix representin

average values during an increment of

stress; defined by Eqs. 7 .
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7a be ir1 to 'eId the :ncremen-a

versicn o Zq.

Sd C, .6

where C is the inverse D, r- ,. 1

:n the appl:ication of the incrementa: const'txtlve law

. .. r" tloral laminates . fr -he k Z

-tn ma-rx totat t as

wh e r e

S Stiffness matrix of the k D;
'h

Stress increment in tne 4 pyV

relative to the materia axes -nd Z

S :Strain increment in the k p y

relative to t.he materia: axes and

Xending Ec. (24) to the general case :fmu" rectiona

n- a7n le-ply _aminates, the incremental constltu1t:ve _aw

her the k py becomes:

where the terms of :;: are given :o lowing Eq. ,..

7D obtain the incremental stress-strain relations for a

Samina. the ,ef n. ,ions of the S terms from Section 3:B

are sbstituted into Eq. C>, yielding

2- -
1E

11



d d<Y2  ( 1 2±)
d~~ 22 f

2

E
22

d

6 
G

12

:he incremental elastic constants in [Q (or [S:> are

Dbtained from the basic lamina stress-s-raln data by an

:terative procedure [81. In general, the finite element

e-qation, Eq. ('9), presented in the last section is also

written Dn an incremental basis;

S 1k(c) d~d 27)
eq

where ~fl, did"-, and Ek(s) are the increments of load
eq

arn ,i-splacement and the current stiffness matrix,

reSect:.e'y. Note that the stiffness matrix depends on the

c'rrent -eve. of strain. This dependence exists through the

transformed reduced stiffnesses, :Q [19]. From the

-revious section,

'k A • [B] T Q -B] t 2S
eq 

L L

and one can see that k is calculated using the it
eq

:f th4 analyzed material exhibits nonlinearltv, the basic

properties of the laminas-

T C T C T c

- 1 2 2 1 2 12 12
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w:. var -. w h stran. _t fol'ows that Q and hence [k
' Oq

w vary w1th straan as well [19>

o:nce material properties are not linear, material

zrcpertv curves must be used for this analvsis. For this

thesls these curves were obtained from stess-strain

exzer-ments on unid:rectional lamina. The tests and their

:7rresTnding curves and material properties are shown in

Tbl [ These tests are described in Chapter :V of 1h11

m: make the exser:mental ourves usable by the cmputer

ie. tne; are entered in tabular form and are represented

ana'>t:al.y bv a pecewise cubi: s: Ine interpoatl:on

Table I Basic Property Tests, Curves, and
7orrespondin8 Basic Properties

-et urve Basic Property

nens on v vs . r

,:.ip r e s~ ' i

I £ I

@ Tension .y Vs IC2 2 2

; T7mress on vs
2 2 2

-4 Tens: ;n vs. ,S' ±2
12 "W21

T0 ens !on v, vs.
t2 12

• C
7 ompression ±2 Vs. .
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u,.nt on .3> The use D f e sc Ine 7unct :n ren ers smooh

stress-strain curves, which are desirable for determinatcn

: elastic moduli under incremental and iterative

computations [S. With the stress-strain curves thus

represented by si mpie polynomials, the tangent nmod ul -f

7 E 2 and G can be readily obtained as functions of1 2 12

strain by differentiating the appropriate cubi= spl-ne

c n with respect to strain.

.0 satsfv the ni-merica" nature c the computer, --e

loads must be applied incrementally on the finite element

model, as ,mplied by Eq. 27) . However. r:.. . may vary

within a ! ad increment. To overcome this dilemma, a

zred :tor-corrector and .terat:ve techniue "t. is epZved

'n the program.

:n this procedure, 'k is in.tially calculated in the

:=rst increment using engineering linear elastic constants,

whi-h are equal to the Int~al slope of the basic property

:urves. For the subsequent increments, k is calculated

us:ng material properties that correspond to the state of

strain existing at the end of the previous load increment.

Havini calculated k from the n oad increment, a new

increment of load is applied and an increment of

jisplacement is :alculated usinA Eq. :Z7). Thus Eq. (2-'

wi. take the form



d(f} E [k(e) d{d) 29)

th
where n denotes the n load increment [!9].

The new displacements, d(d} , can then be used to

calculate an increment of strain using

d(s} [B] d(d} 30

The incremental stress can then be calculated from

tht

where i denotes the i layer as defined previously rig:.

Given the current levels of stress and strain, new

increments of stress and strain are computed and added to

the end of the current level to obtain a new level. A mean

level of strain is then computed by averaging the new level

of strain with the previous level at the end of the

increment. These mean strains are then used to determine a

new set of material properties since they are readily

.:btainable as functions of strain through the cubic spline

functions .191.

Given the new elastic properties, [Q, [QI and hence

'Lk are recalculated. The same load increment, not an

additional one, is then reapplied; and the increment of

displacement and strain is recalculated. This procedure is

continued for a given load increment until the change of the

strain increment converges to less than a specified value,

e. , nti
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dc - d

d 0.o01 (32)

where n denotes the n reapplication of a given load

increment. When Eq. (32) is satisfied, a new load increment

is applied. The repetitive use of the procedure outlined

above generates the predicted stress-strain response of the

laminate under consideration C191.

Graphically, this procedure is shown in Figure 12.

>9. A one-dimensional case of shear loading is shown for

clarity, but the program recalculates elastic properties

using al' seven curves during a load increment. Stepping

through the example, the initial strain r exists due to a

previous load increment. A new increment of the load is

then applied and the resulting strain, r is calculated

based on G at point 0. A new modulus is now determined.12

:orresponding to the average of r, and r, point A. With

new modul, the load is then reapplied and a new stran, -

is calculated using the modulus at point A. Again, a new

modulus corresponding to the average of - and yo, point B,

is calculated and a reapplication of the load yields ,

This procedure is repeated until C193

n .001 ,33

Note that superposition principles do not apply in the

iterative procedure that begins with Eq. (29). The
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stil::ness matrix .k: is an assemblage of element stiffnesses

built upon the (assumed) independent basic material

pr~certies. Thus Figure 12 cannot be applied directly ts

Eq. 29)

During the determination of the incremental elastic

constants. direct use of the lamina stress-strain curves may

be incorrect. For the off-axis laminas, uniaxial loads

create a biaxial stress state in the lamina. For plies

under biaxial stress, the biaxial strains C and C must be
L 2

modified before they can be used to determine the elastic

constants from the cubic spline stress-strain curves.

would be erroneous to use these strains to determine E or
I

E from stress-strain curves obtained under simple loading2

conditions. Recalling Eqs. (26), de2 corresponds to the

curve ON in Figure 13 [5] on the plane OEHG. The simple

stress-strain curve OM lies on the plane OEDC.

Stress-strain data similar to ON is not avialable:

therefore, it is assumed that simple equivalent strain

increments can be computed from the follcwing expressions

:5:

do deiI

deq- : 34)
E - 12 do

L 2

do
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da de

*q E2 1 - 1- d 121

d 0 2

Note that the error that would result from us:ng d:

and de instead of their equivalent strain would be -,-1 , for2 ±2

d- and 2 3,!3 for de . where i = dc /do .S2± 2' 2 1

Specifically, the nonlinear finite element analys:s in

this thesis uses the foregoing methods to accomplish ;he

foIlowing process. Assuming that stresses are uniformly

iistributed through the thickness of each ply, stress

resultant increments. :dNK, in the X, Y coordinate system

are given by

p

£dN' = Ld& 36

where

do = the Itransformed) stress increments in the X. Y

ooordinate system

t = thickness of the k h ply

p number of plies in a lam:nate

?arallel~ng the development of Section 11,B and subst:tuting

the incremental constituit:ve law, Eq. 25), into Eq. 36.

the stress resultants become
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/p

:dN] 4 t, Q :d:,~ , K

where -del are (transformed) strain increments in the X. Y

zoordinate system.

Noting that the strain increments Ede: are the same frK

all plies in the laminate, Eq. (38) becomes

:dN: [A: [dE] 28

wh e r e

z k

inversion of Eq. 39) yields
-1

:d- " : 'A- - dN: 40

where :A. represents the average compliance properties of
thk

the laminate during the n _) load increment. However,
. .- i 

t

is not known when the n-l) increment is applied.

To overcome this difficulty, the elastic properties at the

end o the n load increment are used in Eq. 40) , i.e.,

dc " = :A]- [dN: (41)

The strain increments dac. obtained frcm Eq. (4,' are

-sed in Ens. (25) (34), and (35) to calculate :dcK

Z and d These stress and strain increments are

added to stresses and strains at the n toad increment to

fbtain the current stresses and strains in all plies. The



cl rrent stresses and strains are empli'ved to Jetermine :he

averaie elastic properties of the plies and a new :A'-'

zomputed. This procedure is repeated, in the manner of

Figure "2, until the difference between two values of

de" .,is less than 0.1i percent. Eq. 41) then becomes

rd: = 'A -  ' (42

The repetitv:e u;se of the procedure outlined above generate-

the stress-strain resocnse 3f uni, .- ect nai , ange-' r

multi drectiona. 1aminates r .

3. 7a ,.ire Criterion

The incremental loading procedure outlined in the

preceding section cannot continue indefinitely. The

prediction of the response of the laminate should :ulninate

with the incremental failure of elements and the eventua_
.ai..;re D7 the laminate.l ii b

rvee l. A level l reached whIere i

r-a :r laminas can no longer sustain additional :als

Zh.., the failure state of a lamina under genera' stress

states is determined by a :riterion relati m the tenav.:r

.ne i, n the laminates t: the behavi:r tne o'..

z.e . ad :onditions. "ari us zritern nhave ceen

r ,7s , w :h -rmu"ate -r teria : r t- er' -*:

an smtrc~: z aterials _ 5 -his sect rn ieszr es

. eve :aed by Sandhu .whi ach ,c:--n. :

n-n. -near aterial behavior.



zo~o~ngthe development found in References :5' and

a sca. ar funct ion, de ef ining the f ailu--re --,nd--t ion D

materials exhibiting nonlinear behavior can be written as

f ( ,K) = I(3

where : and C are the stress and strain states and K

-escr:bes the material characteristics.

A simple scalar function dependent upon both stress and

.rain stat es i3 the strain energv o! tne mater~a-' -,he

case c: orthctropic materials, strain energies that are zu'e

toD uniaxlal! tensio n and compression alon.g and transverse 1

t.e ma*terial axes, and due to shear are independent

parameters. To measure the level of the effect of both

3,reSS an4 strain states on the orthotropi: materials under

a ::mbined st.ress state. a simple scalar fu-nction is a

-.ne-ar :o)mbination of fntnsof different strain

enrges hug, an expli-it f orm 3f E q 4 3 can be writ ten

~( [ { 144
Mvn~ire i: are t.-e orrn strain c-omponents and mn ire the

:aramet.ers iefining the shape of! the fai.lure su-rface inte

r~. eer~yspac ~:. The strain enr 0%, : a,~r

-. e~~ sbased upIDn total strain en-?riies. 3v' b-e-i 3L

t-,h stress ando st.rain stte his : r., te r .n



he" .s tc account fDr the nonlinear strains that occ'r prc:r

: fa:Ire ":91 in composites such as GrPEEK.

Speci lize! for the plane stress condition and us:n8

7inoracted notation, Eq. 44) becomes 5

[ p ,1 ~ 2 [ { 2 r - [ .J 6 1 r
E ,en

X 2

-r. "s:n8 nwnrepeat:n; smmation notation

I

"sng resu'ts of tests under simple ::ad Tcnditions,

K : : , ,54-7

wnere C are the u timate normal tensi-e or compressive

i. shear :ira-ns. cmb:ninj Eqs. 4f and 4" . the

• : w in, equat: on :s :btained 5

m

_ _ _"__ _ - . 8
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Ser rect:n. '....ading schemes for the computer

proaram are described subsequently.) if the fIber failure

mode occurs, *he lamina is assumed to be completely failed,

and the loads are transferred to the adgacent lamina. The

occurrence of either lamina failure mode is determined by

&sing the strain energy failure criterion .3>

7iber fail'ure is assumed to occur if

K{f c~dc
E

i R 0.1 (9

K'{ f I do }
,,=t , 2,6

and the criterion of Eq. 4S) is satisfied. Matrix failure

occurs when Ea. 48) is satisfied and -nequality '49

not. it is further assumed that the delamination moment

:oeff~clent i~ is below the critical value for

delamination to occur.

A final point to present is the modeling of the

progressive-ply-failure [8]. Once lamina failure occurs in

one or more elements, the failed elements have to be

n'oaded. The following two failed-ply unloading schemes

{re possible in the program PLSTREN.

the case of multidirectional laminates, it is

;n h the f-A'ed e:ement(s) unload gradually. -his

- nable since as areas of 1aminas fail, ad:acent
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areas and laminas pick up the extra stresses. Thus, the

Ana'vsis attempts to model interlaminar stresses. But

according to Petit [257ithis action of the laminate is *not

so easily postulated.* it is not known what proportion of

the load the lamina retains nor what happens to the modulus

after degradation. The of unloading is done by assigning

negative values to the affected moduli, which determined on

the basis of the failure mode. This scheme is shown for

transverse tension in Figure 15. Note the slope of the

negative tangent modulus. This slope varies for all s:mple

loads, and its value in this analysis is assumed to be the

negative of the initial slope of the respective basic

property curves.

The incremental loading is continued on the modeled

laminate until the stresses in the affected element(s) are

reduced to zero. The moduli are then set to nominally small

values. This failed-ply unloading scheme was used in

Reference [ 3] and was found to give excellent results for

stress-strain curves of multidirectional laminates. The

scheme attempts to model the progressive nature of the

matrix cracking process within the elements. But while

reasonable for multidirectional laminates, this failed-ply

unloading scheme gives results that are too high for

unidirectional laminates.

:n the case of unidirectional laminates, it should be

assumed that the failed elements unload rapidly. This idea
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is reasonable since failure in a unidirectional laminate

occurs through the thickness and is usually sudden;

theoretically, no interlaminar stresses exist. The affected

moduli of a failed element are set to nominally small values

(100 psi) and the same load increment is applied again.

This reapplication of the load increment can cause failure

of additional elements. These failures are secondary in

that they are caused by load redistribution without an

increase in load. If secondary failures occur, the load

increment is repeated until no further secondary failures

occur. The load is then increased to the next higher level.

Generally, this unloading scheme gives lower strength

predictions than the gradual unloading scheme [81.

As a summary of the development presented for the

program PLSTREN, a diagram of Sandhu's program is shown in

F,8ure 16. The chart shown is not a typical flowchart, but

instead shows the complexity of a nonlinear proAressive-

ply-fallure finite element program.

This chapter has presented the theory behind the

analytical and experimental investigations of this thesis.

The following two chapters describe procedures used in the

analysis and experimentation phases. Results and

conclusions are presented in subsequent chapters.
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. Anavss

As discussed in Chapter :, the analysis of site

laminates to predict the onset, prooression, and complet_)rt

of failure has been accomplished by many methods. These

range from numerous fracture mechanics approaches to several

fin=te element techniques. in this thesis, the nonlinear

incremental finite element technique described in Chapter

was used on three stacking sequences of Gr'PEEK laminates.

The purpose of this effort was to study the nit:ation and

progression of failure at or near a circular discontinui-y

in a material which is subjected to tension. With a

particular specimen geometry chosen, a suitable finite

element mesh developed, and finally with experimentally

jerived data, a nonlinear analysis was accomplished for the

:cmpos.te material Gr/PEEK.

A Soecimen Geometry

7D analyze the failure characteristics of Gr/?EEK, the

specimen geometry shown in Figure 17 was chosen for this

study. Note that the diameter of the hole is one-third the

width of the specimen. As mentioned previously, this 5' X

1.2' X 0.084' specimen represents a thin composite plate of

finite width. These tensile coupons were manufactured with

15 layers of laminas with the prescribed orientations. Dr
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Table 2. Modeled Stacking Sequences.

Stacking
Sequence Symbol Type

OT Unidirectional
16

:0 90T Unidirectional
Id

SI4-S Angle-Ply

stacking sequences. The stacking sequences which were

modeled and analyzed are listed above in Table 2. Note that

"S' implies a symmetric laminate, and that all laminates are

symmetric about their middle surfaces.

One reason for choosing these lay-ups was to

investigate the reaction of unidirectional and angle-ply

laminates under tension. It is hoped that these results can

be related to a future analysis of quasi-,sotroplc laminates

Tnder tension. Of course interlaminar stresses would play a

major role in the reaction of the plies in a quasi-isotropic

laminate. It is hoped that by studying individual

orientations, one could draw conclusions about the

quasi-isotropic specimens.

B. Finite Element Modeling

An acceptable finite element model of a structure

zhould accurately predict the displacement and stress fields
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s: ch , t_; st c r e "i e r a i.v en o a d. D Db *: L-n Z'?

a e , he analyst must accurately modeI the size, sha:e,

Sad s 7r displacements) , and boundary cond:atons D;e

act ua structure. Furthermore, he must provde f'or adeq :ate

refinement of the element mesh in areas where gradients

the displacement field or the stress field are known or

expected to be high. :n describing the finite elemen;

mcde- ni carred out in this thes s, each of these

rec:'_-ements w," I be discussed in this section.

The size and shape of the finite element mesh obv.v

modeled the rectangiular thin plate analogy that was shown in

Figure !> Each of the s:xteen layers of laminas were

spec f.ed in thickness, tk of Eq. (36), and in orientations,

4n the transformed reduced stiffnesses of Eq. ('0).

Because of the specimen and laminate symmetry, onv a

qlarter of the specimen could have been modeled to minimize

,analysis time and computer costs. However, in the orogram.

the stresses and strains in an element are output for the

center of the element. Therefore, to acquire the stresses

and strains at the transverse centerline of the specimen,

half of the specimen was modeled as shown in Fiure .3. :n

this way, output at the centerline is easily rendered

without the need for extrapolation.

The model of Figure 1 was used for all three types of

specimens. Note the coordinate axes relative to the model,

the diagrammed constraints, and the listed information in
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. -. .r e. As note that -he elements are

- n tne he. zecause o hzgher Strezs

:-noent-rat ns nearer the hole, finer d:scretizatizn -- -,e

v:eclmen wi" "iie more accurate results. Note further

that no transition elements (such as triangular elements _r

e'ements with five -Dr more nodes) are used in t*is mesn.

Ac:r-iin to Sandhu _n a :onversation with him; , the

:r-4ran wcrk$ best if the elements are as sqcuare as

3ss ie. This has been accomplished with the quart-

era-s grdually increas:ng in size away from the hole

th.ev match the rectangular grid of the rest of the specimen.

- smu.ate *he tension field on the spec:men in ,he

test machine (See Chapter :V), the model was subjected to

tension by constraining the left end of the model and

.isp'acini the other end. Another method of this program

a:p":es "negative pressure' on the nodes at each end of the

spec:men. This pressure is a force per unit length acting

on each end and creating tension in the specimen. This

method was not used because one of the nodes on which

pressure would have been applied was fixed in this model.

Thus, pressure on that node would have been meaningless.

Since its counterpart on the other end of the model was not

fixed, an asymmetrical stress field woild have been set up

in the specimen, and the model would not have simuiated the

actual structure.
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As sh-wn in F9,;re I> the mode" ed rnav na t

were s_=, --at .he node at :crrdinate ., ,.3 was fixed

in b:tth the x and y Jirections to prevent r:g4d body moton

fthe model. he longitudinal Ienterline :f the spec-men

i otated that the rest of the nodes along the line y =.0

were :ree to move in the x-direction but were fixed in the

y- -rect-n. At the ends, the nodes along the line x = 3.0

we re f xeI =n the x-direct on but were free to move -n the

v-lirect n. The nodes along the line x = 5.0 were

presoribed w:th a given d:splacement and were free in the

v-erecticn. The rest of the nodes in the model were free

on o th Jirec tns. The goal of this model was to simulate

the actual boundary condition caused by the tension grips of

t %e test machine.

onvergence Study

To determine the refinement of the finite element mesh.

two competing goals were sought: (1) to predict behavior

as accurately as possible and (2) to save CPU time and

expense as much as possible. Thus, a convergence study was

accomplished using the three models of various refinement

shown in Figure 19.

S:nce the comparative experimentation nad not been

accomp1 ished at this time in the study, another comparison

was needed to determine which model vie'.ded the best

res-utis. t was decided that modelinO the isDtro_,_

a~
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Deh.av7 r o: the :zuoon wou! d y ieid a good -as s *or

. mparison D] model isotropic behavi:r, the 1F plies were

aI given a 0-degree Drientation. The material properties

were input as elastic engineering constants such that

6

1 2

E

12

sing these isotropic properties, a stress concentration

factor SCF) zould be used for the comparison of finite

e'ement models.

For a thin Isotropic plate of finite width with a hole,

the SCF was determined using Figure 20 [27]. A d/w ratio of

" vielded a Kt or SCF, o' 3.46. Thus, the stress at the

hole should be 3.46 times the "far field' stress (the stress

at least 2 diameters away from the hole and near the center

Df the specimen) for an isotropic material modeled by the

meshes of Figure i.

in the analysis, each mesh was given a s.

.oading of 0.001 inch and stresses were za' "

linear version of the program iescrbe-

Another program was also > sed rn *.he -

fDr greater ac-racv w ith a .ezs--

program used - e "

bul i r: the :r- r m .-

.-. r~ . '
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Table 3. Results of Convergence Study

Stress at Far Field Time of
Model y = 0.2 Stress Stress Accuracy Execution

(psi) (psi) Concen. % (sec.)

Coarse . 6909. 2890. 2.39 69.1 9.

Coarse 2 6423. 2885. 2.23 64.5 200.

Medium 8636. 2865. 3.01 87.0 34.

Fine 959i. 2855. 3.36 97.1 46.

y = 0.2 were extrapolated using a computer algorithm based

on Lagrange's interpolating polynomial [291. Note that the

fine model provides a highly accurate result with little

increase in CPU time over the others. Also note that the

second program did not provide increased accuracy and that

the time of execution was significantly higher than that of

the others. Thus, the fine model was used in this thesis to

carry out the analysis of Gr/PEEK under tension.

D. Nonlinear Analysis

For comparison purposes, this study could have first

performed a linear analysis on all five laminates using

constant elastic engineering properties, But as past

studies have shown [5, 6, 7, 8, 19) and as the experimental

stress-strain curves of this study show (see Chapter V) , a

nonlinear analysis is essential for an accurate study of



composite materials, especially Gr/PEEK. Due to these

reasons, a nonlinear analysis was conducted in this thesis.

The nonlinear analysis began once the basic properties

were determined experimentally (see Chapters IV and V).

These properties were entered into each of the data files

corresponding to each type of specimen. These types of

input cards are included in the guide to the program in

Appendix B.

Each run of the program was routed from a CYBER

mainframe computer to a CRAY mainframe, where the program

was executed. Although the CRAY performed the excutions at

a higher expense per second than the CYBER, the time of

execution was significantly faster, thus saving overall

expense of this analysis. Once a run was completed, or a

user-imposed time limit was reached, the CRAY routed the

completed output files back to the CYBER. If a time limit

had been reached, the run was restarted from the last

increment of loading. This cycle of restarts was continued

until the modeled specimen failed.

For each increment of loading during a run, the

stresses, strains, and strain energy of each element and the

displacements of each node were sent to 4n output file.

As the loading increased, elements which reached their

ultimate strain energy failed (see Section II G). The

program output listed this sequence of element failure.
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For each run of the laminates, tension stresses were

set up in the model by displacing the free end a prescribed

amount. In order to decide what increment would be

appropriate, for simplicity data was taken from the

experimental results of this study. The displacement

applied was simply the total displacement of the failed

specimen divided by ten and rounded up to the nearest 100 t h

of an inch. Precision was not critical because the program

adjusts the increment to suit its needs in analyzing the

failure process.

For each restart of the program, two output files from

the previous start or restart were important. In an easily

readable format, one output file contained the displacements

of each node and the stresses, strains, and strain energy of

each element. It also plainly stated if the element had

failed. This output file was routed from the CYBER to a

printer. And in the literally thousands of pages of output,

one could read the analytical progression of failure in each

of the specimen lay-ups.

The second output file contained only the displacements

of each node for each increment of loading. This file was

routed to a VAX mainframe where it becan e an input file to a

plotting program. The VAX was used because it operated on a

baud rate that was 8 times faster than the CYBER. Thus, for

each increment of loading, a plot could be made of the

distorted model. With the numerous plots of the distortions
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caused by the load increments, one could see the gradual

analytical deformation of each specimen under tension.

While this analysis phase was taking place,

experimental tests on the specimens were being conducted as

we!.'. Experimentation is discussed in the next chapter, and

the results of both analysis and experimentation are

presented in Chapter V.
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IV. Experimentation

The purpose of experimentation in this thesis was to

determine the ultimate strength and failure progression in

Gr/PEEK, as well as to provide basic property data for the

computer analysis of the previous chapter. The end result

was then a comparison of eyperimental and analytical

results. Experimentation was conducted through the

Structures Division of the Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory (FDL) of the Air Force Wright Aeronautical

Laboratories (AFWAL) at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Prior

to testing, a test plan was submitted to the Structures

Division from the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT).

The test plan outlined the work to be done and was sent to

all organizations to be involved in this project.

Highlights of this test plan are presented in Appendix A,

along with an explanation of the logistics involved in

accomplishing experimentation through the Structures

Division of FDL.

Specifically, the objectives of this three-phase test

program were:

(1) To determine basic properties for the thermoplasic

composite material Gr/PEEK at room temperature.

(2) To determine the ultimate tensile strength of

Gr/PEEK tensile specimens containing a 0.4-inch diameter

-:rcular discontinuity at room temperature.
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(3) To investigate the progression of failure in

Gr/PEEK at a circular discontinuity at room temperature.

This chapter contains the description of fabricating,

instrumenting, and testing Gr/PEEK coupons; and it presents

the procedures followed in accomplishing the above test

objectives. Also discussed are the post-failure

examinations of the material, which were videotapes of the

ultimate strength tests and stereo x-rays of the failure

progression.

A. Specimen Fabrication

In accordance with the test plan, specimens were

fabricated from panels of Gr/PEEK composite panels. These

panels were supplied by the Fiberite Corporation, a

subsidiary of Imperial Chemical Industries of Great Britain.

The panels were supplied in the configurations listed in

Table 4. Note that all lay-ups contain 16 plies and are

symmetric about their midsurface. Out of these panels, 114

specimens were fabricated, instrumented, and tested. Some

surplus Gr/PEEK was used for destructive material analysis

to ensure that material specifications were met. The

remaining material was reserved for future testing.

Each panel was guaranteed by the manufacturer to be

APC-2 with Hercules AS4 graphite fiber in a Victrex PEEK

matrix. The fiber content was 61% by volume and 68% by

weight. A random sampling of the panels showed that the

panels supplied met the material specifications of APC-2.
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Table 4. Configurations of Panels Supplied for Specimens

Laminate Stacking Size
Type Sequence (in.x in.) Quantity

Uni- [0 1 10 x 14 5
directional

Uni- [90 1 i x 14 5
directional

Angle-Ply [t451 16 x 16

Quasi- [0/+45/90/-454 16 x 16
isotropic

Quasi- [0/+45/901 16 x 16
isotropic

A description of the manufacturing of APC-2 panels is

contained in Appendix B.

When the panels first arrived from the manufacturer,

they were subjected to a C-scan to determine flaws that

might have disqualified the panel for fabrication of

specimens. The Non-Destruct:ve Evaluation Branch of the Air

Force Materials Laboratory conducted the C-scan and found

all panels to be free of significant flaws.

After the C-scan, specimens were fabricated for

testing. Panels were cut into sub-panels; then sub-panels

were 'tabbed. * By applying tabs to each end of the

specimen, the testing machine was given an area to grip so

that tensile and compressive forces were distributed evenly

without damaging the specimen. The Beta Corporation, an

in-house contractor of the Structures Division, supplied the
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tabbing material, which consisted of i/16-inch thick G-IO

glass epoxy (0/90 woven) . The tabbed subpanels were

cut into specimens according to the test plan. Also, he

specimens for the ultimate strength and failure progression

studies had 0.3970-inch holes drilled in their centers.

The final tension specimen geometries are shown in

Figure 22. These are ASTM standard tension specimens. Note

that the widths of the basic property specimens vary

according to lay-up. These widths were imposed so that the

ultimate strength of the specimen did not exceed the load

capacity of the test machine.

To experimentally derive compressive properties, there

are many compression specimen types from which to choose.

The one chosen for this study was the Rolfes compression

specimen [30], and its specimen geometry is shown in Figure

23. The tabbing procedure for the Rolfes compression

specimen is outlined in Figure 24. The end result of this

tedious process is a specimen covered mostly with tabbing

material. it is through this large area of tabbing material

that the compression fixture grips the specimen and through

shear applies compression to the coupon.

B. Specimen Instrumentation

As fabrication of specimens was completed, the speci-

mens were instrumented. All specimens were instrumented

with appropriate sizes of strain gage rosettes. At a!l gage

ccatlions, rosettes were placed back-to-back, i.e., they
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were adhered to eacU face Figure 25 shows the strain gage

rosette configuration and numbering scheme for the front

face of a specimen. The rosette on the back face simply

mirrored the front gage.

Locations of each gage were a function of the type of

test conducted on the specimen. For basic property tests,

the strain gage was placed in the middle of the specimen. A

gaged compression specimen is shown in Figure 26. For the

specimens containing a hole, gages were placed both at the

hole and at the far field location for some specimens, as

shown in Figure 27. Other specimens had far field gages

only, as shown in Figure 28. The use of rosettes yields the

desired plane stress information: strain in the

longitudinal, transverse, and shear directions of the

specimen axis system.

Specimen Testing

.n all tests, a 20-kip Instron universal test machine

was used to apply tension or compression to specimens under

an ambient environment. The specimens were loaded at a

constant crosshead travel rate of 0.05 inches per minute.

The crosshead is the component on the teit machine which

provides displacement loading. This speed of displacement

was chosen as median speed between a faster impact type

loading and a slower creep type loading. For the duration

of all tests, It was assumed that creep was negligible (see

Section I" A) . Failure loads were measured using a
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Figure 26. Gaged Compression Specimen.
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Figure 27. Specimen with Gage at Hole and at Far Field.

Figure 28. Specimen with Far Field Gage Only.
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20-kip load cell, which consisted of permanent strain gages

which reacted to the displacement of the crosshead.

Videotapes of all the ultimate strength and failure

progression tests were made in an attempt to document the

failure process and provide for a post-failure analysis.

The Instron test machine is shown in the left half of

Figure 29 in a tension application mode. The specimen is

shown in the grips of the tension fixture, and the crosshead

is the horizontal member just below the test fixture. The

load cell is in the top of the machine, above the test

fixture. Also shown in this figure are the voltmeter, the

video camera (both shown in greater detail in subsequent

figures), and the data collection devices.

The voltmeter was used with the ultimate strength tests

to provide a visual measure of the load in the specimen

during tests. It measured load by measuring the resistance

across the load cell during the test. The amount of

resistance per pound of load varied with the range of load

for the test. In other words, if the machine's load range

for a particular test was 5000 pounds, the voltmeter read

1 volt per 1020 pounds. For a 20,000 pound load range, the

voltmeter output 1 volt per 4082 pounds. The voltmeter and

specimen are shown in Figure 30, with testing in progress.

The reason for the voltmeter was for use with the

videotape of the tests. With the videotape filming both

the failure process and the voltage reading (the load), one
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Figure 29. Testing Area.
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could perform a repeated post-failure analysis on each test.

Not only did visual occurrences reveal themselves after

testing, but the failure in the specimen could be heard by

the "tinking" of individual fibers and the O'atlng sound and

sudden boom of the failed specimen. The video camera and

its subject are shown in Figure 31, with testing in

progress.

In the background of Figure 29, the data collection

devices are shown. For each test, strain was read from all

three elements of each strain gage and load was read from

the load cell. For the strain, signals from each leg of

the rosette were read by a strain gage conditioner, sent to

an amplifier, then to a multiplexer (which combines the

signals for the computer) , and finally to a VAX mainframe

computer. Load signals were sent in a similar path and

combined with the strain information. The end result of

each test was a great volume of data that could be output in

any desired form.

The data collection devices were able to record test

data in varying rates. For all specimens except the

90-degree tension coupons, the sampling rate was 2 data

samples per second. The data sampling rate for the

90-degree tension test was increased to 4 data samples per

second since these tests lasted a relatively short time. in

this way, data collected was more reliable, and strain at

failure was more precise.
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Figure 31. Video Camera and ItE Subject.
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The Instron test machine is shown in Figure 32 in its

compression application mode. The specimen is in the Rolfes

compression fixture, and the crosshead is applying load by

moving down. Here, the load cell is under the fixture,

inside the rectangular box. Load cell data is fed through

the cable attached to the box and over to the data

collection devices. In this figure also note the plotter in

the upper left. Plotted for each test was a continuous load

versus displacement curve. A ball point pen simply traced

the load as the scroll moved with the displace of the

crosshead.

The Rolfes compression fixture is shown in the test

machine in Figure 33. One pair of wires for each leg of

each gage is extended from the gages to the terminal strip

at the left of the figure. From this terminal strip,

signals are sent to the data collection devices.

Further views of the compression fixture are shown in

Figure 34. Figure 34(a) shows the unassembled fixture with

one end of the specimen in the grips. Figure 34(b) shows

the assembled fixture. Note that the grip in the front

extends beyond the cover plates. It is on this grip that

the crosshead applies the displacement load.

The entire testing program is outlined in Table 5.

Note the test symbols listed. These will be used for

conciseness in the next chapter. Also note the quantities

of specimens required for each phase of the testing. For
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Figure 32. Instron Test Machine in Compression Mode.

Figure 33. Compression Specimen Wired for Test.
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Figure 34(a). Unassembled Compression Fixture.

Figure 34(b). Assembled Compression Fixture.
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determining basic properties, five obstensibly identical

tests of each type of specimen were assumed to provide a

good average of material property data. For the ultimate

strength tests, four specimens with gages at the hole and at

far field were tested along with three specimens having only

a far field gage. It was desired to provide as much data as

possible for this phase. For the remaining phase, three

tests for each type of specimen were assumed to give a

statistically accurate account of results. In all phases,

extra specimens were manufactured in the event of poor

results. Occasionally in this type of testing, strain gages

fail or tab adhesive fails prior to failure of the specimen.

D. Basic Property Tests

To determine the basic property data of APC-2, the

basic property specimens were gaged at their centers and

tested under static loading at room temperature. The goal

of these tests was to provide sets of values from which the

T
computer program could derive the nonlinear values of E , E

C T C T C

Gi2E , E, , and L 1 The tests were listed in

Table 1 of Chapter II, along with their corresponding curves

and the basic property derived from the data. Note that the

L:453 laminate was used for determining the 7 vs.
4S 12

12 data. According to ASTM Standards 1311, the tensile

coupon of t45 laminas yields shear stress-strain results

from the following equations:
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Table 5. Summary of Testing Program

Basic Property Tests (Specimens with no hole)

Specimen Number of Number of Type of
Type,,Test Specimens Gages Gage

0 Tension 6 12

0 7ompression 5 10

)0 Tension 9 18

) o=rpression 8

45' Tension 6 12

Totals 34 Specimens Tested

""timate Strength Tests (Specimens with a 0.4' dia hole)

Specimen Test Number of Number of Type of
Type Symbol Specimens Gages Gage *

:0 OT 3 6 2
16 3 6 3

±) 90T 3 6
4 83

-145" SH 3 6' S 4 8 -

:0'-45/90/-451 QI 3 6 2

2S 4 ,
2s 4 83

T tal.Z 15 30
19 38 3

34 Specimens Tested

,ont nued.
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Table 5 (Continued). Summary of Testing Program

Failure Progression Tests (Specimens with 0.4" dia hole)

Specimen Test Number of Specimen at Percentage
Type Symbol # # 2 # 3

10 ] 3 3 16

[90 1 90T 3 3 316

451 SH 3 3 3
4S

:0/+45/90/-453 Qi 3 3
zs

[0/+45/90] Q2 3 3 3

2S

Totals 15 15 14

44 Specimens Tested

Types of Strain Gages

Reference Number
Number Type of Gage Applied Remarks

CEA-03-062UR-350 190

2 CEA-03-125UR-350 38 Far field age.

3 WK-03-060WR-350 40 Stacked rosette
at hole.
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12 = P / 2 b d 50)
12 P X

where

P X load in the specimen longitudinal axis

b specimen width

d = specimen thickness

2 , 2, c, and c have been defined previously,

Note that Eqs. (50) and (51) are derived for the :45'

laminate through the use of a coordinate transformation.

Taking Eq. (51) , for example, to get the desired shear

strain in the material axis system, one would use this

transformation equation:

cost sin 2sin cos C9
12 2 1
= sin cos -2 sin C cos e e

IV2 -sin 2 cose sin e cos cos 2-s inJ

With e +45 or -45, Eq. (51) is realized.

To obtain the desired stress-strain data sets which

were entered into the computer program of this study, the

stress and strain values derived from each test were plotted

on a single graph and an average stress-strain curve was

determined. For example, to determine aI vs. c six curvesI 2.

were plotted of the axial stress (a aX = P / A) versus± x

the maximum strain (c = c ) read from the strain rosette

for the 0-degree tension specimens. Ail six experimental
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vs. C curves were output on one plot, and a curve

that was based on least squares fit was plotted through the

six experimental curves. Values of a vs. z were then
I £

taken from this curve and tabulated. These basic property

curves are presented in Chapter V with other test results.

Other values were tabulated as well. To determine the

Poisson ratios, both the tension and compression curves of

L vs. C and a vs. c 2 were plotted on one graph and values

of c2 and c were chosen. Dividing c into e yielded the

desired results. Additionally, the engineering elastic

constants were needed to give the computer program values of

basic properties from which to start. The constants were

the initial values of basic properties. The engineering

elastic constants derived from these tests were compared

with others' findings and found to be accurate. The

tabulated values of nonlinear material properties, along

with the elastic engineering constants were entered into

data files for the analysis portion of this thesis.

E. Ultimate Strength Tests

To determine laminate stress-strain responses to

ultimate tensile load, the OT, 90T, SH, Q1, and Q2 specimens

were tested under tension. All seven specimens of each of

the five types of lay-ups were instrumented with a

(CEA-03-125UR-350) strain rosette away from the hole, the

far field gage, to determine strain to failure for the

laminate. Four of the seven specimens were instrumented
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with a "stacked' rosette (WK-03-062UR-350) at the side of

the hole. (See Figure 28 in Section B of this chapter.)

The use of a stacked rosette allows one to determine the

strain in a much smaller area. Because of the extremely

large stress gradients at the hole (See Figure 21 in Section

Ii C), use of a rosette with three grids spread apart, as

in Figure 25, would produce meaningless results.

Refering to the finite element model of the specimen

geometry, the small stacked rosette was centered on the

second element from the hole on the transverse centerline of

the specimen. The rosette approximately covered the area of

that element. The far field gage was placed on a group of

elements where stresses were assumed to be uniform.

Figure 35 shows this strain gage placement with respect to

the finite element mesh.

For each of the five types of laminates, specimens were

subjected to tension until they failed. The loads and

strains throughout the test and at failure were recorded.

Results from the small rosette at the hole, as well as from

the gage at far field, were used for comparison to the

computer analysis. The tensile stresses at failure were

averaged to obtain average failure stresses. These average

stresses were not only compared to analytical findings, but

they were also used to accomplish the final phase of

testing.

-
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A videotape was made of all the tests to ultimate

strength. From repeated viewing, one could see and hear

occurrences that were not noticed during the test. Also,

stills (photographs) were taken of various frames which

showed the initiation and progression of failure, as well as

deformations and the ultimate breaking of the specimen.

F. Failure Progression Tests

To determine the initiation and growth of ply failure

in laminates with a 0.4-inch diameter hole, OT, 90T, SH, Q!,

and Q2 specimens were tested under tension. For three

percentages of the average failure stresses, three specimens

of each lay-up were tested. The specimens were placed in

the grips of the Instron test machine and loaded to a

predetermined load. This load was derived by multiplying

the predetermined stress percentage by the cross-sectional

area of each specimen.

For each average failure stress determined above, three

percentages of failure load were chosen. For each of the

five laminates, the results of the ultimate strength tests

were studied. The stress-strain curves were examined, and

the videotape was viewed repeatedly. From this post-failure

anaiysis, the percentages of failure stress were chosen and

are listed in Table 6. These percentages were based on

occurrences during the failure process that warranted

investigation. It was hoped that testing to these



Table 6. Percentages of Average Failure Stress

(to which each laminate was tested)

Specimen Percentage * 1 * 2 * 3

OT 50 80 90

90T 80 90 95

SH 70 85 95

Q1 80 90 95

Q2 80 90 95

percentages would render visible results through the

technique of stereo X-ray.

G. Enhanced Stereo X-Ray

Once laminates had been loaded to a percentage of

failure stress, they were taken to the Air Force Materials

Laboratory for analysis. There the growth of ply failure

was photographed using the techniques of stereo x-ray. To

determine which plies failed in a laminate under tension

around the hole, each set of three specimens was subjected

to *opaque penetrant enhanced, three-dimensional,

x-radiaography" [32]. By using this technique one can see

failure through the entire laminate thickness and, ideally,

pick out the extent to which each ply has'failed. This

visual analysis requires some education and acclamation for

the person who has never performed stereo viewing of

composites.
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At the facilities of the Non-Destructive Evaluation

Branch of the Materials Lab, all 44 specimens were

photographed using the techniques of Reference [32.

The specimens were penetrated with an x-ray opaque fluid and

then photographed onto x-ray film in two images. The right

image was shot first while a thin plate of lead was placed

over the left side of the film. Then the left side of the

the x-ray was shot with the lead plate on the right side.

This set-up is shown in Figure 36. Once the film was

developed and stereo x-rays were completed, the analysis of

the images began. This analysis involved using a stereo

viewer with a magnifying lens and picking out the damage

progression.

With the experimentation described in this chapter,

along with the methods for evaluating failure in specimens,

results were obtained. These results are presented next.

:t was hoped that this combination of experiment and

analysis would give a complete picture of how APC-2

laminates fall under tension around a hole, and whether or

not the computer analysis used can accurately predict this

behavior.
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Figure 36. Equipment Set-Up for Stereo X-Ray Procedure.
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V.Resuils and :2s.:ussion

This chapter presents and discusses the analytica. and

experimental results of this thesis. The computer program

embodying the concepts of Chapter :I and applied in Chapter

I. was used to determine the theoretical responses of

[(S [90 ], and [±45] Gr/PEEK laminates subjected to16 16 45

in-plane uniaxial loads. These responses were then compared

to the experimental results of Chapter IV. The experimental

study of the two quasi-isotropic laminates follows the

analytical-experimental study of the unidirectional and

angle-ply laminates. But first, the basic property resuits

are presented showing best fit curves and !_,sting the data

that was input to the computer program.

A. Results of Basic Property Tests

The results of each test conducted during this phase of

the eper:mentation are listed in Tables 7 through !I. or

each table, remarks are included for completeness. Note

that the average failure stresses shown in the tables

represents the strength of Gr/PEEK under simple loading

conditions.



Table 7. Basic Property Tests of 0-deg Tension Specimens

Failure Failure
Test X-Sect Load Stress

Number Area (lbs.) (psi)

I101 0.04988 14,900. 298,700.
1002 0.04988 15,700. 314,900.

1003 0.0498 14,380. 288.800.
1004 0.05013 15,400. 307,200.
1005 0.05107 13,850. 271,200.
1006 0.0498 15,400. 309,200.

Average Failure Stress = 298,300.

Table 8. Basic Property Tests of 0-deg Compression Specimens

Failure Failure
Test X-Sect Load Stress

Number Area (lbs.) (psi) Notes

5501 0.06083 A
5502 0.05917 9,439. 159,500.
5503 0.05933 10,701. 180,350.
5504 0.05992 9,850. 164,400. B
5505 0.05941 11,360. 191,200.

Average Failure Stress = 173,900.

Notes:

A. A tab to one of the strain gages was lost, and the
specimen was scapped.

S" ppage of the grip on the tab occurred. Test was
redgne ?rst load was 5,604 lbs. Second and ultimate load
was " . ". 5 lbs.



Table 9. Basi~c Property Tests of 90-deg Tension Specimens

Failure Failure
Test X-Sect Load Stress

Number Area (lbs.) (psi)

2001 0.07884 1,200. 15,220.
2020.08108 1,183. 14,590.

2003 0.08008 1,134. 14.160.
2004 0.08208 1,209. 14,730.
2005 0.08325 1,210. 14,530.
2006 0.07992 920.
2007 0.08116 990. 12,200.
2008 0.083 560.
Z0090.08i92 1,092. 1.33

Average Failure Stress = 14,110.

'able 10. Basic Property Tests of 90-deg Compression Specimens

Failure Failure
Test X-Sect load Stress

Number Area (lbs.) (psi) Notes

460', 0.06208 A
4502 0.06225 2,113. 33,940.
4503 0.06217 2,101. 33,790.
4504 0.06233 2,144. 34,400.
4505 0.06004 2,082. 34,680.
4506 0.06008 1,999. 33,270.
4507 0.06016 1,987. 33,030.
4508 0.05933 2,036. 34,320.

Average Failure Stress = 33,920.

Notes:

A. Data obtained i., this test was not useable.
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Table 11. Basic Property Tests of Shear Specimens

Failure Duration Failure
Test X-Sect Load of Test Stress

Number Area (lbs.) (min.) (psi) Notes

300i 0.08317 4000. 22.0 A
3002 0.08159 4200. 18.3 B
3003 0.08200 4400. 18.8 B
3004 0.08300 4670. 38.3 56,260.
3005 0.08400 4800 40.2 57,140.
3006 0.08400 4630. 38.6 55,120.

Average Failure Stress 56,170.

No otes:

A. This specimen was loaded twice. When it was

realized the duration of the test was much longer than the

other laminates, this first specimen was unloaded to check

for slippage of the grips or the tabs. It was then reloaded

at a faster rate (0. 1 inches per min.).

B. These specimens were loaded at the rate of 0. 1

:nches per minute. However, it was reaimzed that this load

rate was too fast, and the load rate was switched back to

0.05 inches per minute for the rest of the specimens.

For the shear 7-451 specimens, these results were4S

signif iant:

,.) All of the coupons reached strains that were

beyond the linear assumptions of this study. The average

, '3



strain was estimated to be at least 20%, based on measuring

-'e final gage lengths of the failed specimens.

, 2!Scissoring of the fibers occured in each specimen.

S c-ssoring is a phenomenon where the fibers in an angle-ply

arinate try to align themselves with the load. The

:raphite fibers in the ductile PEEK matrix accomolished rnuc.

~s:r~n before ultimate fa;..re.

2: :: t.-e above ancmal es can be seen in -e -t- .ed

s-e-r s:e :mens of 7i ure 3.

The :r:{inal stress-strain curves of these shear tests

showed that a failure point needed to be defined before the

a,--a' failure of the specimen. On the original curve.

after strains reached approximately 5.5 %, the slope of the

,urve began to flatten out and continue to about a 20%

strain. 7t was believed that both the large strains

-h, Cat~ve of thermoplastics and the scissoring effect of

the an@ge-ply laminate were responsible for this apparent

ias~:tvy. As an initial estimate of reasonable failure.

the data derived from the shear tests was cut off at a value

-.ear .5 percent strain. This value of strain is slightly

abve the approximate bound on linear assumptions in

-eferene 33]. Strains occurring beyond 5 or 5 percent

aprcach phenomena described by the principles of large

-s:1acement theory, where partial second derivatives

,e@ n '.: enter the analysls.

I 19
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Figure 37. Basic Property Shear Specimens

Before and After Testing.
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The stress-strain curves of each of the basic property

tests were plotted from experimental data as described :n

Chapter IV. From each set of stress-strain curves a best

fit curve was determined. These best fit curves are shown

in Figures 38 through 44.

From these seven curves, corresponding stress and

strain values (or Poisson ratios and strain values) were

picked off and tabulated. These values were the basic

property input for the computer program as described in

Chapter TI. These basic properties of APC-2 Gr/PEEK are

listed in Table 12.

As described in Chapter IV, initial values for the

engineering properties must be input into the computer

program for it to begin its analysis. For Young's modulus

and the shear modulus, these initial values were simply the

initial slopes of the basic property curves (stress/strain

for the first data point) . For the Poisson ratios, the

initial values were extrapolated from the data above. Thlese

initial values are given as engineering elastic constants

for APC-2 Gr/PEEK in Table 13.

B. Stress-Strain Responses of [0 i .L t J, and =451.6" 1 6 ' 4S

Laminates

As described in Chapter IV, OT, 90T, and SH laminates

with holes were tested under tension to their failure load.

Also tested to ultimate strength were the quasi-isotropic
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Table 12. Basic Material Properties of APC-2 Gr/PEEK

(Stress-strain data from basic property tests)

0 Tension 0 Compression

Strain Stress Poisson Strain Stress Poisson
(in/in) (ksi) Ratio (in/in) (ksi) Ratio

0.001 19.5 0.31 0.0008 15.0 0.35
0.002 39.0 0.315 0.0016 30.0 0.356
0.003 58.5 0.3167 0.0024 44.5 0.359
S0.004 78.1 0.3165 0.0032 58.5 0.3615
0.005 97.8 0.315 0.004 72.5 0.3635
0 .006 118.0 0.312 0.0048 86.0 0. 365
0.00" 138.5 0.3085 0.0056 99.0 0.3662
0.006 159.0 0.305 0.0064 11.5 0.3673

0.009 180.0 0.3025 0.0072 124.0 0.3684
0.01 202.0 0.3 0.008 136.0 0.3695
0.011 224.5 0.298 0.0088 148.0 0,3705
0.012 247.5 0.296 0.0096 159.0 0.3715
0 .013 271.0 0,2943 0.0104 170.0 0 3725
0.014 295.0 0.293 * 0.01101 178.0 Q .3733

• 0.0!41 297.393 0.2929

90 Tension 90 Compression Shear

Strain Stress Strain Stress Strain Stress
(in/in) (ksi) (in/in) (ksi) (in/in) (ksi)

0.001 1.55 0.002 3.20 0.004 3.090
0.002 3.10 0.004 6.40 0.008 5.200
0.003 4.60 0.006 9.60 0.012 6.535
0.004 6.05 0.008 12.75 0.016 7.440
0.005 7.45 0.01 15.50 0.02 8.080
0.006 8.85 0.012 18.00 0.024 8.610
0.007 10.20 0.014 20. 25 0.028 9.020

0.008 11.50 0.016 22.20 0.032 9.330
0.009 12.55 0.018 24.05 0.036 9.578
0.01 13.30 0.02 25.73 0.04 9.810
0.011 13.90 0.022 27.30 0.044 10.030
0.012 14.30 0.024 28.70 0.048 i0.230

• 0.0,29 14.586 0.026 29.90 * 0.056 .0.540

0.028 30.90
0.03 31 80
0 .032 32 .50
0.034 33 .0

* 0.0352 33.40

denotes Ultlmate Stress-Strain Values.
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Table . Engneer~ng Elastic Constants for APC-2 3r/PEEX

T 6 C 6E : 9.5 x 10 E : 8.75 x :0
I I

T 6 -C 6
E = 1.55 x 10 1.6 xl"

2 2

6
U : 0.5125 x 10

12

T1 C
0.305 0 . Z4

12 12

specimens, but their results will be presented in a separate

section. -or all tests, data was gathered in various forms

with the goal of determining stress-strain response to

ultimate strength of the laminates. The results from this

phase Df experimentation are presented in this section. As

an :vera v:ew of the results, all 5 types of laminates are

shown as failed specimens in Figure 45. The results of the

quasi-isotropic study are discussed in Section D of this

chapter. As described in Chapter ::!, the OT, 90T, and SH

laminates were also analyzed using a fu:!",i nonlinear

ply-by-ply plane stress finite element technique. These

analytical studies of the laminates are presented :n random

with experimental results.

"0 j Unidirectionai Specimens. The lenera"
16

results of 6 tests to uimate strength .are l:sted in

m m lU m •Imalmm m13•



Figure 45. Failed Specimens of all 5 Types of Laminates.
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Tazle 14. Ultimate Strength Tests of 70 I SpecimensLa

Failure Failure
Sample X-Sect Test Load Stress
Number Area Number (lbs.) (psi)

AI-OT-O-01 0.04988 600i 14,900. 159,100.
AI-OT-O-02 0.04988 6002 15,707. 165,400.
Al-OT-O-03 0.0498 6003 14,380. 153,350.
AI-0T-O-04 0.05013 6004 15,400. 136,550.
Al-OT-O-05 0.05107 6008 13,850. 133,450.
AI-OT-O-06 0.0498 6012 15,400. 128,250.

Average Failure Stress -146,000.

7abLe 14. For these specimens, a repeatable and significant

cccurrence took place. At 40% of each specimen's failure

:--ad, sp-tt-ng of the lamlnate occurred. :t began at the

siies of the hole and suddenly extended, parallel to the

fibers. through the tab. Failure of each specimen was

ominated by this phenomenon. A single specimen is shown in

* =gure 4F. NotLce that the top segment slipped out of the

left tab at failure, and the bottom segment slipped out of

.he right tab. The middle segments were simply unloaded.

When the splitting occurred, nearly an instantaneous

drop in measured load occurred. This can be seen in

7,4ure 47 tn the load-displacement curve. Each of the

discontinuities tat approximately 6000 lbs.; represents one

the specimen splitting.
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Figure 46. Failed C016 Specimen
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:n analyzing this phenomenon, one could consider the

sudden splitting as the ultimate failure of the amnnate.

Thus. 40% of failure load from Table 14 could be.considered

as the actual ultimate load on the specimen. Therefore-,-

after 40% of the ultimate load, a different problem exists.

The problem is one of two 0.4-inch-wide thin plates under a

nuniaxial tensile load, with an unloaded 0.4-inch wide

segment in the :enter. As a comparison to the unnotched

0-degree basic property specimen, we could calculate the

f a lure stress of one of the se7P-n ts. However, these- oute-

segments, with no stress risers in their geometry, never

failed across their fibers. instead, they slipped out of-

their tabs. Thus, direct comparison to ultimate strength in

the 0-degree direction was not possible.

When the splitting occurred, the strain gages at 1oth-.

the hole and far field read discontinuous jumps in strazn."--

For the gages at the hole, three of the four gages continued-

to read strain after the spiitting, and these three readings

were similar past 40% Df the failure stress. The fourth

gage most likely failed due to the shock of the spli' ttng.-

These three sets of readings were averaged, and the average -

experimental curves are shown in Figujre 48. Aain, note the

;Jmps in the readings. The analytical stress-strain :urve

is a s, c-:tted against the laboratory results. The -

stress-strain response was modeled accurately up to the

occurrence of :3plittlng, then to a good approximation beyond

1m 5
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that load. The analytical discontinuities that occurred

'ust before the element near the hole failed were a result

of the element's strain response reacting to other elements

failing next to it. The current version of the program

contained only a gradual unloading scheme (see Section I:

and these strain responses were a result of this scheme.

.This unloading scheme produced some anomalies between

exper~nental and analytical results for both types of

-..nirect:onal laminates, and these will be discussed in

subsequent paragraphs. The general trend was accurate.

however, and the model predicted failure of that area

exactly within the range of experimental values.

After the splitting, most far field gages continued to

read strain, but no readings were repeatable, as they were

before the splitting. For six specimens, the far field

strezs-strain response is shown in Figure 49. Note the

discontlnuities. These results are reasonable since the

gages were placed in the center of the specimen, which

became unloaded after 40% of the ultimate load. Also shown

n this plot is a superimposed analytical response. Note

that the computer program accurately measured the

stress-strain response until the splitting occurred. The

spitting never reached the element measuring the far field

response because of the gradual unloading scheme used in the

program. Therefore, the element continued to output stress

a-n stra n vallies.
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Note that for all the stress-strain plots of this

section, the axes for the curves are the nominal stress on

the laminate (load/area) versus the axial and transverse

strains in the element.

2. [90 Unidirectional Laminates. Seven specimens

were tested to failure, and the general results of these

tests are listed in Table 15.

For these specimens, a predictable failure mode

occurred. The specimens simply failed at the most narrow

part of their cross-sectional area, This type of failure is

shown in the photograph of Figure 50.

For the strain gage near the hole, the average

experimental stress-strain response is shown compared to the

analytical response in Figure 51. Again, the model

Table 15. Ultimate Strength Tests of [90 Specimens

Failure Failure
Sample X-Sect Test Load Stress
Number Area Number (lbs.) (psi)

B2-90T-H-02 0.09815 7002 765. 7794.
B2-90T-H-03 0.09815 7003 850. 8660.
B2-90T-H-04 0.09815 7004 780. 7947.
B2-90T-H-05 0.09840 7005 808. 8211.
B3-90T-H-08 0.09720 7008 -80. 8025.
B4-90T-H-12 0.09720 7012 712. 7325.
34-90T-H-16 0.098646 7016 697. 7066.

Average Failure Stress : 7860.
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Figure 50. Failed [90 1] Specimen.
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accurately predicted stress-strain behavior, and it exac:v

sredi:ted the ultimate f ilure of the area next to the hole.

its prediction of 7,551 psi at failure fell within the range

of experimental vaules of failure stress. Analytically, the

strain response, C , follows closely the basic propertyx

curve for 90-degree tension. The actual area failed with a

stlffer response. The reason for this variance probably

relates to the modeling of gradual failure versus the

reality of sudden failure. This concept will be further

discussed in the next section.

The stress-strain response is shown in Figure 52 for

the far field gage. The analytical stress-strain response

modeled the experimental response exactly as shown.

However, beyond the experimental failure stress, the model

still showed some stiffness, due to the unloading scheme.

And after 40 load increments, which corresponded to a stress

of 8840 psi, the model had not yet failed completely across

the specimen, and the computer run was stopped.

3. [Z45] S Angle-Ply Laminates. Seven angle-ply

laminates were tested to their ultimate strength, and the

general test results are listed in Table 16. The failure of

these specimens was characterized by hi h strain to failure,

especially in the region of the hole. This high strain is

apparent in the failed SH specimen shown in Figure 53. Mote

that si;nificant necking occurred in the region of the
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Figure 53. Failed [t451 4S Specimen
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Tab'e 16. Ultimate Strength Tests of [-45' Specimens

Failure Failure
Sample X-Sect Test Load Stress
Number Area Number (lbs.) (psi)

C2-SH-O-01 0.09752 8001 2,628. 26,948.
C2-SH-0-02 0.09865 8002 2,669. 27,055.
C2-SH-0-03 0.09952 8003 2,630. 26,427.
C2-SH-0-04 0.09993 8004 2,423. 24,247.
'2-SH-0-08 0.0972 8008 2,252 24,198.
72-SH-0-12 0.09856 8012 2,400. 24351.
O2-SM-0-06 0.09985 8016 2,550. 26,540.

Average Failure Stress 25.590

hole. The holes itself also appears as an ellipse in the

soecimen of Figure 53, due to the high deformations.

For the gage at the hole, the very high strain which

occu-rred in these specimens started early in the loading.

As shown :n the next section, a distinct failure region was

'.rowing at the sides of the holes. When that region met the

gage, the gage failed. The stress at failure varied for

each .ge, but in all cases it was significantly below the

failure stress of the entire laminate. Taking the average

failure stress corresponding to the strain gage at the hole,

the failure of the region over which the gage was placed was

about 45% of the average failure stress of the entire

specimen. The stress-strain curves for the area at the hole

were averaged, and this average curve is plotted in
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F=lure 54 as shear stress on the specimen versus shear

strain at the hole.

Analyt:cally, the stress-strain response and ultimate

failure of the element matched the actual response very

well. This analytical response is also plotted :n Figure

54. Note that the first analytical stress-strain values

*er ,.*_r~* io~ at th ltmt f ,_re stresfr

ee7ent, Wen e -a' ncrement was applied whch was

neten te f :nal Jiszlacement f he exuerimenal

s peci nen; see oecti-n * D) the strain in the element at

-he hle was suddenly very large. , if a smaller load

increment was applied, the analytical stress-stra:n curve

wcul have better matched the experimental response.

Note also in Figure 54 that the analytical ultimate

fai'ure stress predicted very closely the failure of the

area near the hole. Thus, cutting off the shear basic

prtperty data at values corresponding to approximately 5.5%

strain yielded accurate results.

The stress-strain curves of nominal shear stress versus

the far-field shear strain (as defined in Section 7V E) is

shown in Figure 55. Note that repeatable data was obtained

except for one errant strain reading. The analytical

stress-strain behavior matched this experimental response

very well, also shown in Figure 55; and this result met the

ra. ): this test.
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Overall, the computer analysis provided good results in

modelinA the stress-strain behavior of the OT, 90T, and SH

.aminates. Conclusions will be drawn for the results of

this section in Chapter Vi.

C. Results of the Failure Progression Study for 'LO

[90 > and [t45] Laminates
±61 4S

The results of studying the initiation and progressi~n

__faLure :n the 'aminates were derived from:

A videotape post-failure analysis.

A stereo x-ray post-failure analysis, and

13) A progressive-failure finite element technique.

Note that the specimens were subjected to x-ray only after

l oading. They were not x-rayed before loading to check fcr

fabrication flaws.

I Failure Progression n [ Unidirectional

Specimens. As discussed in the previous section, splittin4

occurred for these specimens at 40% of the:r ultimate

strength. This phenomenon thus dominated the experimental

stress-strain behavior of this laminate.

The splitting and eventual failure was documented by

the video camera, and 4 stills were taken for a representa-

t'Je specimen. Figure 56 shows the tensile coupon for test

'5002, at the beginning of the loading. For this test. one

vD" t corresponded to 4,082 pounds. The splitting occurred

at a reading of about 1.60 volts. After further loading,
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"bs. );n Fgure 5'v. The ultimate load on the specimen .s

shown in Figure 58 at 4.05 volts (16,500 lbs.). and the next

frame -)f the videotape provided the failed lamina-e, as

shown in Fr,;ure 59, implying sudden failure. The *-0.02

indicates a sudden zero loading on the specimen.

The results of all tests to percentages of the average

faiure stress are shown in Table 17. The average :a:lre

stress was 146,000; see Table 14.) A stereo x-ray' was

taken of al" 3 specimens. As expected, the only fai.'ire

region that is visible is the splitting along the fiber

direction. The effect of stereo viewing provided the

Table I7. Progressive Failure Tests of 1 1 Specimens

Sample X-Sect Test Load Stress Actual
Number Area Number 7 (k~ps) (ksi

AZ-0T-H-05 0.10114 6005 50% 7.417 7-.334 50.Z
AZ-ST-H-06 0 .996 6006 50 6.997 70 .25. 48. '
AZ-OT-H-07 0.09993 6007 50 7.598 76.033 5Z.1

A3-ST-H-09 0.09504 5009 80% 11.183 17.565 80.6
A3-OT-H-10 0.09616 6010 80 11.228 116.764 30.0

A3-OT-H-1 0.09832 6011 80 12.925 131.458 90.0
A3-OT-H-13 0.09728 611 90 2.1213 124.65 0 *

A3-OT-H-14 0.09632 6014 90 12.044 125.042 35.5

This is the percentage where the test machine was
attempted to be stopped.

' This specimen broke unexpectedly.
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Figure 56. [0 16] Specimen at Beginning of Loading.

Figure 57. [0 1) Specimen at 14,300 lbs. Splitting Visible.
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Figure 58. 10 1 Specimen at Maximum Load of 10,500 lbs.

Figure 59. (0 16 Specimen: Sudden Failure; Instant Unloading.

b1
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expected result that the splitting occurred perpendicular to

the front face of the specimen and through the thickness. A

typical specimen stressed almost to failure is shown in

Figure 60. The stereo x-rays for the failed specimen of test

# 6013 are shown in Figure 61.

.or an analytical comparison to growth of failure,

Figure 62 shows a similar progression to the experimental

results. As shown, the failure began at the element that

was most highly stressed and proceeded parallel to the fiber

direction. However, the analytical result shows a failure

region developing, instead of a single line of elements

failing. The reason for this difference is in the unloading

scheme of the computer program. The scheme in the current

version of program provides only for gradual unloading,

although the specimen modeled was a unidirectional element.

,See Section I: G.) Thus, as the elements failed, they were

still modeled to have stiffness. (The program is currently

being developed to handle instantaneous unloading.) The

results of Figure 62, however, do show an accurate trend of

failure progression.

Analyzing this specimen further, the failure of the

first element in the mesh is a measure of the strain energy

at the center of the element. If the strain energy is

extrapolated to the edge of the element at the hole, the

value of 55% of ultimate load would decrease to a value near

40", whach as our experimental result. Thus, the onset of

15 3



Fig~ure 60. Stereo X-Ray of 10 1 Specimen at 95% of Average

Ultimate Stress.



Figure 61. Stereo X-Ray of Failed (01 Specimen.
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failure in the 0-degree specimen could be predicted in this

manner. From this analysis, the splitting of the entire

iaminate could be defined by the failure of the first

e lemen t.

Thus, analytically, this problem has two bounds: (1;

The definition of sudden splitting with failure of the first

element, which models the actual failure, and (2) the

gradual failure of the elements, which does not model

reality but is an academic exercise. No interlaminar

stresses exist in the S-degree laminate, and this gradual

failure scheme, or strain softening concept, does not apply.

2. Failure Progression in 90 Unidirectional Specimens.

As impi1ed in the previous section, the failure of these

specimens was dominated by matrix failure beginning at the

hole and extending to the edge of the laminate. However,

the progression of this failure was barely noticeable in the

post-failure analyses.

From the videotape, three loading 'scenes' of a typical

test are shown in Figures 63 through 65. In Figure 63, a

typical 90-degree specimen is shown at the beginning of

loading. For these tests, one volt corresponded to a load

Df 408 pounds. in Figure 54, where the specimen is loaded

t, nearly 0@% of its failure load, no failure region is

shwn. Then, after advancing one frame of the videotape,

'where one frame equals 1/60 sec) the video picture shown in
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Figure 53. [9016) Specimen at Beginning of Loading.

Figure 64. [90 16 ] Specimen at 99.5% of Ultimate Load.



Figure 65. Failed [9 6  Specimen.
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.iure 65 rendered a failed specimen, again :mplying sudden

The results of each test to a percentage of the average

failure stress (7860 pounds) are presented in Table 18.

These tests and the stereo x-rays provided further proof of

sudden failure. A specimen loaded to approximately 90% of

the average failure load showed little sign of being

s-ressed. gn Figure 66 the white regions shown could

recresent *he beginning of a failure area, or they could

simplv be a hole defect caused by the drill. The specimen

shfwn n F 5-ure 67 has failed through the thickness but not

exactly at the hole. This unexpected failure could have

been in"iated by flaws or notches from the fabrication of

the hole.

Table 18. ProAressive Failure Tests of [90 Specimens£6

Sample X-Sect Test Load Stress Actual
Number Area Number % (lbs.) (psi)

B2-0OT-H-01 0.09848 7001 80/ 539. 6489. 92.6
.3-90T-H-06 0.09752 7006 s0 625. 5408. 8".5

93-90T-H-07 0.09744 7007 .80 6532 6486. 82.5

B3-90T--H-9 0.09744 -009 90% 597. 7153. 91.0
:3-90T-H-_0 0.096 7010 90 694. 7229. 92.0
B2-90T-H-11 0.09624 701l 90 595. 222. 9.9

34-90T-H-1- 0.09752 7013 95% 737. -557. 96
34-90-H-'4 0.09865 -014 95 746. 7562. *

34-90T-H-15 0.0984 7015 95 735. 7470. 95.0

S This specimen in broke approximate 3 seconds after

-lad:ng was hal' ted.
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Figure 66. Stereo X-Ray of [90 16 Specimen Stressed to 92%

of Average Failure Stress.
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Figure 67. Stereo X-Ray of Failed (90 161Specimen.
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Analytically, the progression of failure modeled by the

computer program :s shown in Figure 68. Again a region of

failure developed instead of the failure of a row of

elements across the specimen and parallel to the fibers. As

in the 0-degree tests, the computer program used a gradual

unloading scheme on this model. Thus, only the trend of

:ailure progression is accurate.

As in the previous subsection, failure in the

analvtica" model could be defined by failure of the first

e"ement. in this case, failure occurs in the element at the

hole at 99% of the average ultimate stress. Extrapolating

to the hole, the percentage is further reduced to

approximately 86%. This prediction of sudden failure is

lower than the actual result. However, the fibers in the

90-degree specimens may not have been exactly at 90 thus

r.aisng the ultimate stress value. The stress concentration

factor drops off significantly if the fibers are not at 90

(See Figure 9 in Section 11 D.A, and this may account for

the difference in results.

3. Failure Progression in [±451&s Angle-Ply Specimens.

As mentioned in the last section, a distirzt failure region

grew at the hole during the loading of :45-degree specimens.

Physically, strain response was characterized by a necking

of the specimen at the hole and the growth of a triangular

region on either side of the hole. It seemed that when
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these *triangles' reached the midpoint between the hole and

the ed.e, the specimen failed.

This progression of failure is shown in several

photographs from the videotape. For a reference, Figure 69

shows the specimen at the beginning of loading. Note here

that 1 volt equals 1020 pounds. Note also that the

displacement of the specimen can be measured qualitatively

by looking at the writing on the specimen at the left of the

picture. The crosshead is moving left and pulling with it

the left end of the specimen. The writing on the specimen

is slowly moving out of view.

The next five photographs show a series of failure

states. Figure 70 shows the initial region of failure and

the initial necking of the specimen. Figure 71 shows a

distinct triangle, and Figure 72 shows the development of

reflective cracking toward the edge of the specimen. This

seems to be a three-dimensional effect caused by the

interlaminar stresses at the edges of the specimen. As will

be shown, the computer program did not model this

three-dimensional phenomenon. Continuing the loading,

Figure 73 represents the maximum load (2,660 lbs.) on

thisspecimen. Finally, Figure 74 shows the specimen failure

after the load dropped off to 2570 lbs.

The results of the tests to percentages of average

failure stress (25,680 lbs.) are listed in Table 19. The

stereo x-rays from each of these tests yield results similar
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Figure 69. C±451J4 Specimen at Beginning of Loading.

Figure 70. 1±45)'4 Specimen at 1950 lbs.

(73% of ultimate load.)



r1

Figure 71 [±45] 4 S Specimen at 2350 lbs. (88% of Ultimate).

INILTor
Figure 72. C±5 SSpecimen at 2540 lbs. (95% of Ultimate).



Figure 73. [451 4S Specimen at 2662 lbs. (Maximum Load).

Figure 74. Failed [+4514S Specimen. Load dropped to 2570 lbs.
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Table 19. Progressive Failure Tests of E=45: S Specimens

Sample X-Sect Test Load Stress Actual
Number Area Number % (kips) (ksi)

C2-SH-H-05 0.09848 8005 70% 1.773 18.004 70.1
CZ-SH-H-06 0.09873 8006 70 1.750 17.725 69.0
CZ-SH-H-07 0.09848 8007 70 1.755 17.821 59.4

2C-SH-H-09 0.09512 8009 85% 2.076 21.825 85.0
C2-SH-H-10 0.096 8010 85 2.095 21.823 85.0
C2-SH-H-11 0.09632 8011 85 2.102 21.823 85.0

C3-SH-H-13 0.09744 8013 95% 2.377 24.394 94.3
C3-SH-H-14 0.09728 8014 95 2.373 24.394 94.3
C3-SH-H-15 0.09712 8015 95 2.369 24.393 95.0

to those of the videotape, but with some new insights.

Figure 75 shows an x-ray of a specimen loaded to 70%

of its probable failure load. The beginning of necking is

evident, and the hole appears slightly elliptical. Also,

the beginning of the triangular region of failure is

slightly visible. Figure 76 shows an x-ray of a specimen

loaded to 85% of its failure load, and the failure region is

more evident. Figure 77 shows a specimen close to failure.

The stereo effect of viewing these pairs of x-rays

showed that the tips of the triangle exist in the middle of

the specimen lay-up. Close to the hole, failure is

occurring through the thickness, but it tapers off to the

center of the laminas. Also, this failure region does not

appear to be that of delamination, but instead each line

shown is series of short parallel cracks along the fibers.
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Figure 75. Stereo X-Ray of [±453 4 S Specimen Loaded to 70%

of its Ultimate Load.
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Figure 76. Stereo X-Ray of [t45) 4S Specimen Loaded to 85%

of its Ultimate Load.
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Figure 77. Stereo X-Ray of 1±45) SSeie oddt 5

of its Ultimate Load.
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Further evident in these X-rays were minute .cr:s

extending along the fibers from the hole to the edge the

spec:men. These occurred in various layers, but they

apparently did not degrade the laminate. Also evi.ent in

these x-rays is that the edges appear to be failing where

the neckinA is occurring.

For the computer model of the failure process, a

sixmilar reg!Dn f failure was shown. This analytical

crgression of failure is shown in F:gure 78. Note that the

tran u.Iar regions shown in the video sti'is and :n the

stereo x-rays are not reflected in the analytical failure

progression. A possible explanation for the V-shape of the

analysis is that in the experimental specimen, the

-hree-dimensional edge effects, caused by interlaminar

stresses, restrict the V-shape from occurring; and a

triangular region is formed. Thus, the computer model

provides an accurate account of the failure process in a

two-dimensional format, but it cannot measure

three-dimensional effects.

D. Results of the Quasi-isotropic Study

As described in Chapter IV, the two types of quasi-

isotropic laminates, E0,+45/90/-452 and [r/±45/9@2 , were2S 2S

tested ftr experimental comparison of stress-strain

responses. Also, an experimental investigation of the

initiation and progression of ply failure was conducted.
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Again, the purpose of this test was to compare experimental

behavior of the laminate and to draw conclusions about their

potential for delamination based on comparisons to similar

Gr/Ep specimens in Reference r233.

1. Results of Tests to Ultimate Strength. The results

of all tests to failure of the [0/+45/90/-453 (QI) and

:0/=45/901 (Q2) tensile coupons are listed respectively in

Tables 20 and 21. Note that the average failure stresses

are identical, considering the range of all failure

stresses. A failed specimen of each laminate is shown in

Figures 79 and 80. Note here that the failure surfaces are

also very similar. The only difference seems to be that the

Ql specimens (designated DI) show a more t45-degree

dominated failure; and alternatively the Q2 (El) specimens

show a more 90-degree dominated failure.

This difference in failure surfaces proved to be

negligible when the stress-strain curves of the two

quasi-isotropic specimens were compared. Figures 81 and 82

show the far field response to tensile loads for the Q1 and

Q2 specimens, respectively. Note that if these curves were

mapped together there would be no discernable difference in

the responses.

Figures 83 and 84 show the experimental stress-strain

response at the holes of the Qi and Q2 specimens. Note
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Table 20. Failure Testz of :0/+45/90/-45! Spec:menZ2S

Failure Failure
Sample X-Sect Test Load Stress
Number Area Number (lbs.) (psi)

Dl-Q-H-01 0.09383 9001 3,986. 42,480.
DI-Q-H-02 0.09255 9002 4,000. 43.220.
D1-Q-H-03 0.09472 9003 4,240. 44,760.
DI-Q-H-04 0.09504 9004 4,160 43,770.
DI-Q-H-08 0.09352 9008 3,964. 42,390.
DI-Q-H-12 0.09376 9012 4,084. 43,560.
D2-Q-H-16 0.09391 9016 4,292. 45,700.

Average Failure Stress 43,700.

Table 21. Failure Tests of [0/t45/90 Specimens2S

Failure Failure
Sample X-Sect Test Load Stress
Number Area Number (lbs.) (psi)

EI-Q-H-01 0.09383 1201 3,714. 39,580.

EI-Q-H-02 0.09496 1202 4,265. 44,910.
El-Q-H-03 0.09584 1203 4,391. 45,820.

EI-Q-H-04 0.09632 1204 4,330. 44,950.
EI-Q-H-08 0.09352 1208 3,936. 42,090.

El-Q-H-12 0.09496 1212 4,020. 42,330.
E2-Q-H-16 0.09391 1216 4,154. 44,230.

Average Failure Stress 43,420.

(By assuming that test #1201 is a bad test, the average

failure stress would be 44,050 psi.)
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Figure 79. Failed E0/45/90/-45J 2S Specimen

Figure 80. Failed [0/±45/90) 2 S Specimen
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again that the responses of each laminate are nearly

identical

2. Results of Failure Progression Study. For the

quasi-isotropic laminates tested to ultimate strength, the

videotape post-failure analysis was conducted. Also, a

stereo x-ray post-failure analysis was conducted on

specimens subjected to percentages of their average failure

stresses.

Typical photographs were taken off the videotape. For

the Qi specimen, a series of failure states is shown in

Figures 85 through 88. Likewise, a group of photographs is

shown in Figures 89 through 92 that represents progressive

failure of the Q2 specimen. For both tests, the voltmeter

read 1 volt for every 2,041 pounds. Notice that failure for

both specimens does not begin to show through the specimen

until late in the loading.

Qi and Q2 laminates were tested to percentages of

their ultimate loads, according to Chapter IV, and the

results of these tests are listed in Tables 22 and 23.

Each specimen tested was subjected to stereo x-ray and

typical results are shown in Figures 93 through 95 for the

Q1 specimen and in Figures 96 through 9C, for the Q2

specimen. For the Qi specimen, at 80% of the average

failure load, only a few 45-degree cracks were evident, and

these were mostly in the middle plane, See Figure 93.
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Figure 85. [0/4510/1-
4 5 12s Specimen at Beginning of Loading.

Figure 86. (0/45/90/-
4 5 12S Specimen at 4020 lbs. (95% of

Ultimate Load)



Figure 87. (0/45/90/-4512S Specimen at 4200 lbs. (99% of

Ultimate Load).

Fi
Figure 88. Failed [01451901-4512S Specimen.
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Figure 89. 0/t45/9012S Specimen at Beginning of Loading.

t.

Figure 90. [0/45/9012S Specimen at 3670 lbs. (99% of

Ultimate Load).



Figure 91. [0/t45/90]1 Specimen at Max. Load of 3715 lbs.

Figure 92. Failed (0/±45/90) 2S Specimen.



Table 22. Progressive Failure Tests of QI Specimens

Sample X-Sect Test , Load Stress Actual
Number Area Number % (kips) (ksi) %

DI-Q-H-05 0.09368 9005 80% 3.317 35.408 81.0
DI-Q-H-06 0.09512 9006 80 3.368 35.408 81.0
DI-Q-H-07 0.09616 9007 80 3.374 35.087 80.3

DI-Q-H-09 0.09263 9009 90% 3.651 39.415 90.2
DI-Q-H-10 0.0936 9010 90 3.702 39.551 90.5
DI-Q-H-11 0.09383 9011 90 3.697 39.401 90.2

D2-Q-H-13 0.09015 9013 95% 3.729 41.364 94.7
D2-Q-H-14 0.09143 9014 95 3.809 41.660 95.3
D2-Q-H-15 0.09232 9015 95 3.838 41.573 95.1

Table 23. Progressive Failure Tests of Q2 Specimens

Sample X-Sect Test Load Stress Actual
Number Area Number % (kips) (ksi) %

El-Q-H-05 0.096 1205 80% 3.317 34.552 79.6
EI-Q-H-06 0.09624 1206 80 3.368 34.996 80.6
EI-Q-H-07 0.09616 1207 80 3.374 35.087 80.8

EI-Q-H-09 0.09383 1209 90% 3.651 38.911 89.6
EI-Q-H-10 0.09368 1210 90 3.702 39.518 91.0
EI-Q-H-11 0.09616 1211 90 3.691 38.447 88.5

E2-Q-H-13 0.09143 1213 95% 3.729 40.785 93.9
E2-Q-H-14 0 09135 1214 95 3.809 41.697 96.0
E2-Q-H-15 0.09232 1215 95 3.838 41.573 95.7
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Figure 93. Stereo X-Ray of (0/45/90/-451 2 Specimen at 80%

of Ultimate Failure Load.
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Figure 94, Stereo X-Ray of [0/145/190/-4'5) Specimen at 90%

of Ultimate Failure Load. 2



Figure 95. Stereo X-Ray of [0/45/90/-45) 2 Specimen at 95%

of Ultimate Failure Load.
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Figure 96. Stereo X-Ray of [0/±45/90) 2 Specimen at 80%
of Ultimate Failure Load.



Figure 97. Stereo X-Ray of [0/45/90)2S Specimen at 90%

of Ultimate Failure Load.



Figure 98. Stereo X-Ray of (0/t45/903 2 S Specimen at 95%.

of Ultimate Failure Load.



Further loading to 90% produced a slight failure region as

shown in Figure 94. Upon magnification, the entire hole

showed cracks all the around which resembled the rays of the

sun in 90 and 45 degree directions (with some 0-degree

cracking as well). Still further loading to 95% produced

the result shown in Figure 95. This region appeared to be

dominated by short cracks in the matrix in the ±45-degree

and 90-degree directions through the thickness. Another

interesting note is that whenever a crack extended out from

the hole, it was criss-crossed by short cracks of other

laminas.

For the Q2 specimen loaded to 80% of its failure load,

only slight cracks were evident all the way around the hole,

along with a few single long cracks in the 90-degree and

:45-degree directions. A specimen loaded to 90% of the

average failure load began to show significant cracking in

the 90-degree direction on one side only, and it appeared in

the back of the specimen. A specimen further loaded to 95%

shows developed failure regions on both sides of the hole

and through the thickness for all laminas.

As a final note for the x-rays of the quasi-isotropic

st,.,dy (as well as for those of the other laminates failure

of the composite for most specimens seemed to start at the

bottom of the specimen. The specimens were fabricated.

drilled, and gaged consistently; therefore there must have

been consistent damage to -he hole to produce :onsistent
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failure initiation at the bottom of the hole. More on this

and other points of the failure progression studies will be

discussed next in Chapter VIT.
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VI. Conclusions

Based on the results of this thesis and on comparisons

o past studies, many conclusions can be drawn. Much was

learned during the course of this thesis, and not all of it

was directly related to the objectives first listed in

Chapter I. However, only conclusions relating to those

ob~ectives will be discussed in this chapter, and the

appendices that follow will present other information gained

in this study.

A. Conclusions on the Derivation of Basic Pronerties

The following conclusions were noteworthy for this

phase of experimentation:

1. The material response of Gr/PEEK is highly

nonlinear, especially in shear.

2. The strains measured in the shear specimen far

ex:eeded the limits of linear strain theory. Large

displacements took place. But these displacements were a

7ombination of the ductility of the matrix and the

scissoring of the fibers. As the fibers turned from

45 toward 0 the specimen gained strength. Therefore, a

point on the original experimental shear stress-strain curve

between the small strains and the scissoring was assumed to

equal failure of the laminate. The point that was chosen

y~elded very good results.

l9



3. Ideally, a convergence study should be done to

correlate the cut-off point of shear stress-strain basic

property values to the ultimate strength of the ±45-degree

tension specimen with the hole. This procedure would use the

experimental results of the ±45-degree test specimen with

the hole and relate the analysis with a given range of

cut-off points in the data.

4. Standard strain gages, which were accurate up to

approximately 4%, were used for this thesiz. For Gr/PEEK

basic property specimens, "high elongation" gages should be

used to measure strain on test specimens. For the shear

specimens. the gages failed before the specimen. And for a

high temperature study, given the nature of thermoplastics,

much more strain will develop in all basic property

specimens during testing.

5. Comparisons to Gr/Ep [191 were made and the basic

properties of Gr/PEEK were found to be similar in the

0-degree direction, about 2 times more ductile in 90-degree

tension, similar in 90-degree compression, and more than 2

times more ductile in shear.

6. The basic properties of 0-degree tension were

dominated by the fibers, as expected. The basic property

curve was concave up. This 'wool thread* effect is a

property of graphite fibers, and it was shown in previous
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studies as well. (The wool thread analogy is referenced to

a remark by Sandhu, in a conversation with him.)

7. As a final conclusion on the properties of

Gr/PEEK, to accurately predict an elastic response of

Gr/PEEK, a nonlinear form of the stress-strain constitutive

relations must be used.

B. Conclusions on the Behavior of Gr/PEEK Unidirectional

and Angle-Ply Laminates.

For the "0, [90 , and [Z453 specimens. several

conclusions can be drawn:

1. Experimentally, the stress-strain responses of the

[o I test specimens were dominated by the discontinuity of

splitting along the fibers. These specimens failed in two

distinct parts: (a) sudden splitting longitudinally from

the hole to the ends of the specimen and (b) sudden failure

apparently involving tab failure of the two outside segments

of the specimen.

2. Computer analysis of £0 ) specimens matched the16

experimental stress-strain response up to the splitting of

the specimen. The initiation of failure was accurately

predicted. The progression of failure, however, was

overestimated due to the use of a graduail unloading scheme

which attempts to model interlaminar stresses. Since no

interlaminar stresses exist in a unidirectional laminate.

Therefore, to model reality, the failing elements should
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have been .8iven zero stiffness instantly. The trend of

failure was demonstrated, but the ultimate failure of the

model would have occurred quickly with an instantaneous

unloading scheme. (This program is still developmental;

the instantaneous unloading option will be available soon for

future work.)

3. Experimentally, the stress-strain response of the

190 1 specimens was almost linear, and it culminated with

catastroohic failure in the transverse direction.

4. Computer analysis of the [90 specimens

accurately modeled the stress-strain response. initiation

of failure was slightly underestimated, but small deviations

in the 90-degree orientation may have affected the

correlation. Progression of failure was overestimated as :n

the 0-degree specimens due to the gradual unloading scheme.

However, the trend of failure was demonstrated.

5. Experimentally, the failure of [-45J S is graduai,

and it is one that can be observed as failure progresses.

[s is characterized by high strains to stress. Shear

stresses contribute to almost all of the failure in the

specimen,

6. The stress-strain response of the r 4 5 14S

specimens was modeled accurately. Both init:ation and

progression of failure in the specimen was predicted very

we.l. The point of cut-off for the basic properties proved
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to be accurate. However, three-dimensional effects that

were present in the experiment were not modeled by the

analysis. The use of the gradual unloading scheme works

well with this angle-ply laminate.

C. Conclusions on the Quasi-isotropic Study

Based on the results presented in Chapter V, the

Tendency of the [0/±45/90] Gr/PEEK specimens to delaminate2S

is not as great as that of Gr/Ep. In Reference [23], the

delamination moment coefficient kDMC) for this lay-up was

critical for Gr/Ep, due to the existance of two 90-degree

plies in the middle of the lay-up. The DMC for the

[0/45/90/-45] for Gr/Ep was far from critical due to the23

45-degree plies in the center. But considering that both

lay-ups of Gr/PEEK produced the same stress-strain behavior,

the tougher PEEK material is more resistant to delamination.

D. General Conclusions

1. A good method for the prediction of the onset of

failure in composite laminates is Sandhu's fully nonlinear-

elastic finite element program with its Strain Energy

Failure Criterion. The prediction of the onset of failure

proved to be accurate in this study.

2. For prediction of growth of failure this program

yields an accurate trend.
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3. An instantaneous unloading scheme should be

considered for unidirectional specimens.

4. A gradual unloading scheme works well for mt -

directional laminates, but the program does not measure

three-dimensional effects.

5. In general, the use of progress.ve-ply-fa lure

finite element analysis is a viable procedure for predicting

the failure characteristics of composite laminates with

stress concentrations. It has been shown that the

:ncremental constitutive relations, in conunctlon wlh -,he

failure criterion proposed by Reference r5:, provide

s.iitable analytic means for predicting the behavior of

unidirectional and angle-ply laminates under general stress

states using only the lamina property data obtained under

simple -oad conditions. This technique has the potential

or :mprsved accuracy, and could be extended to the study of

ultdlrectlonal laminates with some additional wcrk.

0. Experimentally, the f3.lure progression due to

tensile loading for all laminates was often aided by extra

stress concentrators from the drilling of the hole.

Fabrication damage should have first been checked by

subecting unstressed specimens to stereo x-ray fgr

comoarison to the failure progression results. Future

nrosects should consider this procedure.
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7. 7n studvin- the failure behavior of composites.

visual pcst-failure techniques are important. With the

v:ieotape, photographs from the videotape, and with the

stereo x-rays, failure phenomena were more closely

correlated than could have been obtained with only the

results from strain gages.

~ng
- . ' " o5s ln

This thesis has accomplished the Dbectives that were

isted in Chapter 1. I has completed a comprehensive

exoerimentation program that may help guide future

experimentation in related areas such as high tempeiature

appications. Also, this study has shown that the computer

program provides good results but requires optimization to

incl'ude various unloading schemes.

The author hopes that the information presented in this

thesis may contribute a small increment to the advancement

of materials technology and the development of future

:omposite material applications.
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Appendix A

Progression of Study

This appendix describes the logistics effort involved

in accomplishing an AFIT thesis sponsored by the Flight

-Dynamics Laboratory. Much prior planning was required for

this thesis to be accomplished. Work began with the

ordering of materials from manufacturers. in addition to

the composite panels used to fabricate the specimens, the

supply of strain gages and tab material also required

advanced planning. For this study, the time between placing

the order and having specimens ready to instrument was about

six months. For a typical AFIT student whose thesis program

only lasts nine months, this lead time can severly affect

the amount of work that can be reasonably accomplished in an

experimental thesis. Thus, the following sequence of events

is chronicled for the future AFiT student who wishes to do a

study using experimental facilities at Wright-Patterson AFB.

Once the prospectus was accepted, the material that was

chosen (Gr/PEEK) had to be manufactured in the desired

lay-ups. In April 1987, there were two potential choices.

The 3r/PEEK material could have been ordered from a reputable

manufacturer, or it could have been manufactured at the

Structures Test Facility (Bldg. 65) of the Flight Dynamics

Laboratory. The press with which Gr/PEEK is manufacutered
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was not due to arrive to Bldg. 65 until June 1987, and the

personnel who would make the mater:al had yet to be trained.

Therefore, the choice to order from the manufacturer waz

made, and an order was placed in May with a promised due

date of late August. The company which supplied the

material was Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI),

headquartered in England. The material was ordered from the

Fiberite C:rporation in Orange, California, which is a

subsidiary of ICI. The order form was obtained from Mr.

Nick Yardich of the Aero/Astro Department of AFIT; and it

included the sizes, quantities, and lay-ups of the material

desired. 7t was submitted to AFIT/ENY, which ordered the

material through Base Supply.

To determine the quantities of panels needed, a test

clan was written in which the number of specimens to be

tested was sketched within the sizes of available panels.

This test plan became the guide to follow for all grcups

'nvolved with this experimentation.

This test plan was accomplished with the help of Dr

?alazotto of AF:T/ENY and Dr. Sandhu of AFWAL/FSBCA.

Add!ressed to AFWAL/FIBC, the test plan described

experimentation which involved five different @ruos

within FIB, the Structures Division of the Flight Dynamiz.s

Lirary. While the panels were being manufactured, the test

plan was finalized, and each group involved met to discuss
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the Oistics o: the program. An outline of the test plan

The test plan was in letter format, and the first section

listed general program information about the project. The

first page contained the following text:

J FROM: AFIT/ENY (Lt R. John Martin, 5473 29 SEP 87

SjECT: Test Plan for Master's Degree Thesis

TC: AFWAL/FIBC (Mr. G.R. Holderby)

Program Informat:on

a. Organization AFIT/ENY
b. Pro~ect Number 24010366

Project Title 'Study of Ply Failure in
Thermoplastic Composites'

d. Security Classification Unclassified
e. Project Engineer Lt Martin
f Project Advisor Dr. Anthony Palazotto.

AFIT/ENY
9. Project Sponsor Dr. R.S. Sandhu,

AFWAL/FIBCA
h. Instrumentation Engineer Mr. J. Pappas

Test Engineer Mr. Stainaker/ Mr. Bates
k. USAF Fabrication Engineer Lt Felker

Test Location AFWAL/Structures Test
Facility, Bldg. 65,
Area B, WPAFB

Next came a description of the test plan, which

included many diagrams and figures explaining the testing

that was to take place. The general test plan began by

stating objectives. The remaining portion was devoted to

the technical description of the project. The following

subjects were addressed by this technical description:
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Material

2. Stacking Sequence of Specimens

3. Panels

4. Specimens

5. Testing

6. Report

With the test plan submtte,! the ane ar rve

October :987. two months after they haJ :een 7r:er.

were taken to the Non-Destructiv e Eva-' at n rann 7-r

inspection by C-scan. After it was aeterminne4 th" ea:.

panel ccntained no significant flaws, the pane.s were taken

to Bldg. 65 to the Composites Group which fabr _ated the

sampes

?anels were cut into subpanels, which were then tabbed.

Once tabbing was complete, the subpanels were out into

specimens according to the test plan. Specimens were

drilled as necessary to create a 0.4-inch hole at their

:enters. The process of fabricatin8 the specmens from

the manufacturer's panels took a total of a month and a

half. As specimens were completed, they were taken from the

Composites Group to the instrumentation Group for the

application of strain gages.

The Instrumentation Group accomplished the tedious task

of "gaging' each specimen. The strain gages used were three

types of Micro-Measurements Precision Strain Gages:
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1 CEA-03-125UR-350
2. CEA-03-062UR-350
3. WK-03-060WR-350

The CEA gages were strain gage rosettes which contained

three separate grids as shown in Figure 25 of Chapter :V.

The WK gages were stacked rosettes, i.e., the three grids

were stacked on one another to achieve more pinpointed

measurements of strain. The "03' is a measure of the

coefficient of thermal expansion of the strain iaje materia'

which must be compatible with that of the material being

gaged. The third set of alpha-numeric set of characters

tells the size and type of gage. For example, "060" is one

dimension of the grids, i.e., 0.060 inches. "WR" indicates

a stacked rosette. The "350" indicates the resistance in

ohms at room temperature for which the gage is designed.

Test equipment used in thts thesis was set up for 350 ohms.

Any other resistance in a gage would have caused a ma3or

reconfiguration of the equipment.

Applying strain gages requires a skill level attained

only through training and experience. The technicians in the

Tnstrumentation Group followed a multi-step process and

demonstrated excellent workmanship. Strain gaging the

specimens took about four weeks to accomplish, but this time

period was partly concurrent with the testing of specimens.

From the instrumentation group, the specimens were

taken downstairs in Bldg. 65 to be tested. Total testinA

time also took about four weeks. The technicians and
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er5 acc mp" ishin this testing were extreme'v e

and provided enthusiastic support for this pro)ect.

Data from the tests were extracted by the computers n

3 "if. •55. The engineers gathering this data were a'sD vert

supportive of this thesis. From this data came much of the

experimental results used in this thesis.

As a final note, the author feels that much was learned

"ust by participat:ng in all the phases of the

experimentation process. Getting a hands-on educatiDn not

only helped get the work done, but it allowed for better

_;nderstandlng of the results when it came to writing the

thesis.
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Appena B

Frcess> cf Therm~iastAc precres

Srnce thermoplasti: :omposites have a semzrys.a.ine

matr:x. t-ev require different processing procedures than

the thermoset matrix composites. The manufacturing D:

-aminates involves the stacking of layers of prepeg, plac~ng

int- a press, heating to above the me ting temperature

the matrix under low pressure, app:yvno a :!nscz.iia.i-n

pressure, and cooling rapidly t. contro The le.ree

=rystallinity to ensure consistent properties :34:.

A prepeg is a thin layer (0.00525 inches. Df the

composite material. A laminated panel is made up f several

plies of prepeg tape. A single lamina is produced by

cutting pieces of the prepeg in the desired orientat.:n 'see

7igure 99 '34]), aligning and butting the pieces tcgether

and spot welding each seam "see Figure '.00 34:1.

Dnce the desired number of laminae have been made, a

prelam stack* of eight plies is prepared by tacking

together each ply in the desired stacking sequence. A

laminate panel is made up of one or more of these prelam

stacks 7-.4] .

The prelaminated panel is then placed into a mold

av ty. The mold cavity is a picture frame of stain ess

steel with thickness 0.:0-0._5 inches less than the finished

:7onsolidated panel. See Figure 101. This frame is
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srrounded by layers of high temperature aluminum f il.

stainless steel 'az ng plates, and the press zlaten. The

glazing plate and the aluminum fo:i are pretreated with a

mold-release agent :34].

The press platens are electriTally heated and are

equipped with temperature control. The pressure. required

for :contact and consolidation are achieved by computer-

z-ntroiled hydraulic pistons connected to the top press

p- aten

7- achieve the proper coo" ng rate, one alternative

t- use a two-stage process where the mold stack is removed

from the hot Dress after consolidation and placed in a :ol1

press for cooling. Another alternative is to keep the mc.:

stack in the press and cool the press platens Interna',V

w-t. an air-water mixture coolant system with the

azpropriate relation between air and water pressure to

:r:iuoe the :oo. ng rate required.

:he laminationiconsolidated process :an be sumnmarize:,

-n he ' Z. :gw.no steps:

S Preheat the press platens to the mel t temperat-ure.

... Place the mold stack between the platens and

{pp',! a :cntact pressure of 70 psi. .eat the stack f r

minutes per each prelam stack with a maximum 30



2 App'; 3 conso" :dat :n pressure Df 200 PsI fDr t

'4) 2oo' the panel at a minimum of 50 F per minute to

achieve the proper degree of rystallinity. The

cooling pressure should be 300 psi.

Remove the mold stack from the press after 5

mlnutes.

t Carefully remove the pane- :rom the mold.
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